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BOGART
PROGRAMMERS

MANUAL

SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Scope of Manual

This manual is a guide for BOGART programmers and
operators. It may also be used as a training supplement for new
persons in the computer field.
The properties and' description of internal registers are
presented to give the reader a basic knowledge of the logical design
of BOGART.
The relationship between the computer and peripheral equipment is detailed to demonstra.te the technical aspects
of computer applications. The last section describes the operating
procedures of BOGART'.'
B.

General Description

BOGART is a general-purpose computer using a modified oneaddress instruction codeo
It has a 4096-word magnetic-core
storage. Special commands enable BOGART to operate on a 2.4-bit
word, as a whole, or any 8 .. bit third of a word. The functions of
this computer include manipulating data, differentiating various
forms of data, performing analytical operations, counting operations, and arithmetic operationso The specific operations are
determined by a program.
The computation speed of BOGART is comparable to that of
ATLAS and ABNER. Physically; however, BOGART is much
smaller than either of these computers. The main cabinet is 8 feet
long, 3 feet wide, and 5 feet higho External equipment provides
input and output. The inputs are punched paper tape, Flexowriter,
punched cards, and magnetic tape
Output is available through the
same media as input with the addition of a line printer
BOGAR T
aleo has an external motor .. alternator unit which supplies 2.08volt, 3-phase g 400 -cycle alternating current. This is the main
power source for the computer.
0

0
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SECTION II

INTERNAL REGISTERS
A"

Storage System

The basic unit of information 'I!I:
in,.. BOGART is the 24.-bit binary
word. It may be interpreted by the various registers of the machine as a positive or negative number, an instruction, a constant,
or as three units of 8-bit data o This information may be stored in
the storage section for any length of time and recalled or replaced
when desired by the program
The storage section consists of the
core storage, the Z-register, and the S-register.
o

1.

Core Storage

This storage can retain 4096 24-bit words, a total of
98, 304 bits of informationo
The magnetic-core storage contains 24 planes. Each 10.
inch plane is a 64 by 64 square array of 4096 cores. Three of the
four wires running through each core write information into the
core and the fourth wire senses whether a 1 or a 0 is stored in the
coreo
If the core is magnetized in one direction, a 1 is stored in
it; and if it is magnetized in the reverse direction, a 0 is stored in
it. Information read out by applying a current to the two read-out
wires drives the core into its zero state.
If a 1 is stored in the
core, the magnetic direction .. change induces a voltage in the readout wire o By sensing the voltage on the read-out wire, it is possible
to determine the previous magnetic state of the core
o

Since the read-out wire sets a core to the zero state, it is
necessary for the memory circu~ts to restore the core to a onestateo
If it contains a 1, this is the regeneration portion of the
storage cycle" The total storage cycle of read-out and information
regeneration takes 20 microseconds per worda
The information
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stored in any location is available to the Z-register in approximately 8 microsecond~ of the cycle ... Whil~ th~ storage control is
restoring the information in the core, the computer takes this
information and processes it in the machine register.
Each plane in the magnetic-core storage corresponds to
one bit of a word in the memory; and the 24 planes store a complete word.
Each core in the plane corresponds to one of the
4096 storage locations.
To select a word in the storage, the
storage control accepts the address' stored in the S-register.. The
interpreted address supplies one of the 64 horizontal read-out
windings and one of the 64 vertical read-out windings of the storage
matrix with half of the current necessary to change the magnetic
state of a core. Only the core at the intersection of the two windings receiving full current, switcheso This action induces a readout voltage on the read-out winding of each core-storage plane.
All other cores receive a half current •. These cores do not switch
and are not read out.
Information is stored in the core storage by the same procedure as in read-out. When the information in a set of cores has
been read out, the information is not used for regeneration. but
the core is used for new information ..

2.

Z -Register

This register· is the communication lihk between the
magnetic-core storage and the internal registers of the computer.
The Z -register, a Z4-bit register, receives information that is
read from the magnetic cores and holds the information for regeneration.
The Z -register also receives information from the
x- and P-registers and holds it to be stored in the magnetic cores.
3.

S-Register

Th.is register is the storage address register for the core
storage., The S-registe:r .. retains the addresso! the storage location
that is to be referred to by the prog~amo
It specifies which corestorage location is to be read into the Z-register and at which
location the information contained in the Z -register is to be stored
in the core storage.
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The S-register receives address information from the Pregister and the K-portion of the U -register.
B.

Arithmetic Unit

This unit consists of the exchange or X .. register t the accumulator or A-register J and the auxiliary arithmetic or g-register.
By the appropriate operation of these registers it is possible to
perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. It is
/ also possible for the control to make decisions based on the contents of the A- or the a-registers. The bit positions of all registers
are numbered 23 to 0, from left to right. Arithmetic is performed
on the one's-complement arithmetic systemo Negative numbers are
represented by the one's complement of the positive number. Each
digit of the number is r ever sed to find its negative ~ Thus i for an
eight-bit word, plus five is 00000101, minus five is 11111010.
10

X-Register

This register is a 24 .. bit register with several special exchange functions. It transfer s information between the A-register,
a-register, U-register, I-register, and O-registero
The Xregister, the major exchange unit of the arithmetic unit, has the
following properties:

ao
The complement of the contents of the X-register may
be transferred to A or Qo In complementing, the value of each bit
of the register is reversed. A one becomes a zero and a zero becomes a one, This form of complementing enables the X:"register
to change the sign of a number, therefore subtraction is essentially
a case of complementIng and adding.
bo
The X-register may receive the logical product of the
Q- and X-registersg In the logical product, the X-register contains
a one in each bit position of the Q-register which contained a one.
An 8-bit number may be extended to become a signed
24-bit number. This is a fUl)ction of the transmission from Z to Xo
The repositioning of a number while it is being transmitted from Z
to X causes an 8-bit number to be stored in bits 7 to 0 of the Xregistero During the tra.nsmission of the 8-bit number, the leftmost bit is examined and if it is a one, bits 23 to 8 of X are made
all ones. If the left-most bit is a zero, bits 23 to 8 of X are left
in the zero state,
Co
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d.

The X-register receives a full 24-bit word from the
The X-register can transmit a
full 24-bit word to the A-, the Q-, or the Z-registers.
A-, the 0-, or the,Z-registers.

e.
The X-register may receive a 7-bit character from
the I-register (input) for storage in the core storage. The Xregister may send 7-bit characters (6 to 0) to the O-register
(output) for operation of the output equipment. A portion of a word
may be transmitted to or from bits 7 - 0, or 14 of the Xregister as follows:

°

To or From Register

X-Register Bits
7
7
'7
14
14

2.

.

- 0

..·

- 0
- 0
- 0

·....
·

- 0

t

7 - 0

15 - 8
23 .. 16
14 - 0
14 - 0

Z
Z
Z
Z
U

A-Register

This 24-bit register is the accumulator of the BOGART
arithmetic unit. The contents of the X -register are added to the
A-register. It can be cleared to all zeros on command. It shifts
circularly. In the mUltiply and divide step, the shifting functions
are different and are covered in the instruction code.
3.

O-Register

This register is a 24-bit auxiliary arithmetic register. It
is used with the A-register in the MULTIPLY and DIVIDE STEP
instructions and may be used to form a logical product. Several
other functions of the O-register are defined in the instruction code.
The Q-register transmits or receives information from the Xregister. It has left circular $hifting properties and·may be combined with the A-register as a 48-bit register.
The a-register acts as an assembly or buffer register for
various types of input a.nd output as def.ined in the instr:uction code.
C.

Communication Register s

These registers of BOGART translate internal computer signals
into a form suitable for activating the external device. The standard

II

communications signal between the computer and the external
equipment has sufficient voltage to saturate a direct-coupled transistor. The output register and the external-function register
change the timed pulses from the computer to a direct-current
signal. The input register changes a direct-current signal to the
clocked pulses necessary for internal use in the computer.
1.

I-Register

The input register is the information source for the computer. If a high-speed information source is sel~cted, the input
register requests information from that source whenever an input
instruction appear s in the control unit. If a slow- speed source is
selected (punched paper tape unit), one frame is read in anticipation of the input instruction that follows. When an input instruction
appears in control, the jnformation read into the I-register is
transmitted to the memory unit of the computer" After information is taken from the I-register, the computer cannot use the
I-register until new information has been read into it~
2.

O-Register

The output register is the principal information output of
the X-register. When information is placed in the 'O-register, control sends signals to the external equipment causing it to accept
this information.
After the external equipment has accepted the
information and is ready for more, it returns a signal to the
BOGART control which then may cause more information to be
transmitted from the X-register to the O-register.
3.

F-Register

This register is the external-function register of the computer. When an external-function instruction appear s in cO,ntrol,
the F-register receives a IS-bit coding from the low-order 15 bits
of the U-registero
All of the external units to the computer monitor the
F -register. After information enters the F -register t BOGART
control emits a signal on the external function-enable .line.
This
signal causes all external control lines to examine the F -register
content.

mt

5
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When an external unit finds a pertinent function in the
F -register, this unit performs the function and sends back an
external function resume-signal to inform the computer that the
external function has been performed.
The return ... time of the
function-resume signal depends on the external function performed.!!
D.

Internal Controls

This control unit obtains instructions frC?m the memoryo interprets them, and operates the other BOGART registers and units in
correct sequence to initiate the specified instructions. It consists
of a series of registers with functions as defined below:
1.

P -Register

This 12-bit register always specifies the memory location
which contains the next instruction.
In the normal operation,
successive instructions are obtained from successive memory
locations.
To allow for the use of the NORMAL JUMP instr'uction, p.
may also receive alZ-bit number from bits 11 to 0 of the U-register.
P transmits information to the S-register and also transmits its
contents to the Z-register when the RETURN JUMP instruction is
activated.
2.

U -Register

The U -register is the principal control register of the computer. It consists of 24-bits of storage which may be numbered
23 to 0, from left to righto Various portions of the U -register have
different functions
Bits 23 to 18 are interpreted as the operation
code and the binary pattern of these bit s identifies the instruction
to be performed by the computer. In the block diagram, these six
bits are called lIE".
They may be transmitted to the instructioncode or"E" ..regis ter
0

0

Bits 17 to 15, called !'b", specify which of the seven Bregisters will be added to bits 14 to 0 of the U -register before the

See SectionV, EXTERNAL COlv1MUNICATION SYSTEM, for
details of the external functions and codes"

1
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instruction is executed. "Bits 17 "to 15 of U are transmitted to the
three -bit T -register
This register performs the translation and
decides which of the B-registers is referred to.
0

Bits 14 to I? of U f called tim", specify the modification of
the portion of a word to be handled in transmis sions from X to Z
and Z to x.
It is also used to specify- variations in the Stop and
Jump type instructions
0

Bits 11 to 0 of U, called tlk", specify a memory reference.
These bits may be transmitted to the S-register in the storage
control unit.
Bits 14 to 0 of U may be transmitted to bits 14 to 0 of the
X-register..
This is used in certain orders which use only
constants up to 77777.
The U -register receives 24-bits of information from the
·Z -register in the storage unit. Since the U -register does "not
depend on the X-register in the Arithmetic unit, they can operate
simultaneously.
The low-order 15 bits of U may a:lso receive information
from the specified B-boxes.
The low-order 12 bits of U are transmitted to the S-regfster
to specify a memory reference "in executing a NORMAL instruction.
These same 12 bits may be transmitted to the P-register for
executing a JUMP instruction.
The right-most 15 bits of U may be transmitted to the Fregister for communication with external equipment. The 15 bits
may be transmitted to the X-register where they are treated as a
15 -bit positive quantity in the type of instruction that uses the lower
15 -bits as a constant.
3.

B -Registers

The control unit of BOGART has seven IS-bit B-r,egisters.
Each may receive information from the low-order 15 bits of the
U-registero The contents of any B-register may be added to the
low-order 15 bits of an instruction in the U -register before the
instruction is executed by control. The B-register to be used is
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decided by the value of the T-register which receives its information from bits 17 to 15 of the U -register
Q

Instructions are available that add a constant to the Bregister specified', compare the B-register with a specified constant, and allow the program to take different courses, depending
on the relative magnitude of the B -register.
Addition of the B -register contents to the lower 15 bits of
the U -register occurs modulo 2~5,,,~
The carry that may leave the
left-most bit of the U addition is ignored. The B-registers may
be used to subtract a constant from the specified address of an
instruction. By placing the two's complement (one more than the

one's complement) of the minuend in the B - register.
The B 7 -register is available as the repeat counter in addition'to its normal use as. a B-register. In the REPEAT instructions.
the repeat count is stored in B7 and counted down by one each time
the repeated instruction is performed..
If the repeated instruction
calls for a skip or a jump of program address, the content of the
B 1 -register is left in B7 and the jump or skip occursQ This £eatur~
is discussed under programming.
4.

Sub-control Registers

The sub-control units of BOGART are the N-~ E-, and Kregisters.
They are discussed briefly because they may be of
interest to the programmer.
a.

N -Main Control

This unit controls normal information recirculation and
transmission throughout the cotnputer. All cotnputer subcomtnands
are controlled transtnissions of infortnationfrom one register to
another.
Any instruction may be performed by setting up the correet pattern of sub- commands.
b.

E-Instruction Code Translator

The left six bits of U are transmitted to the E-cores
which decode the instruction code (c) toone of 57 possible machine
operations.
The E-·cores interpret the command code a.nd set up
the correct sequence of sub-commands in Main Control that enables
the computer to execute the designated instructions"

1l·9

c.

K-Register

This six-bit register is a counter
It obtains its data
from the low-order six bits of U which is the shift countu
As a
shift is executed, the K-register is counted down to zero~ At zero
the shift is completed and the next instruction is initiated.
Q
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SECTION III
INSTRUCTIONS
A.

Definitions
1.

Inst:i;uction Code Fo rmat

The program control register interprets a 24-bit instruction
for program operation. The bits are numbered from left to right
in descending order, 23, 22, 21 • • • • 2, 1, O.
This 24-bit sequence is divided into designator sections (c, h, m, and kL each
with its specific purpose.
Designator Section
Number of Bits

Figure 1
a.

c -Designator

This 6-bit function code, represented by hits 23to 18 of
the instruction; specified one of 57 pos sible instruc.tiohs to be
executed by the program control section.
The instruction code is
1i sted on page III -16.
h.

b-Designator

The progralTI control section contains seven 15 -bit Bboxes, also called index registers.
Each B-box stores a constant
which may be used to lTIodify the quantities ttl and k (the 15 low-order
bits of an instruction; bits 14 to 0).· After the instruction appears in
the control unit, lTI and k are lTIodified by the specified B -box· prior
to the execution of the instruction. The modified instruction appears
only in the U -register, but the original instruction in the storage is
unchanged. Though not physically present, B-box zero may be considered
to be a l5-bit register whose content is always zero.
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The 3-bit index designator, b, is represented by bits
17 to 15 of the instruction. These bits select the appropriate B-box
according to the following assignments.
b-Designator
0

Assignment
Make no modification of roB
Add to m, k the contents of
Add to m, k the contents of
Add to rn, k the contents of
Add to m, k the contents of
Add to m, k the contents- of
Add to m, k the contents of
Add to m, k the contents of

. o o • • eo

1

·......

2

3
4
5
6

CI

•

0

•••

•

••

0

0

0

•

•

•••

~

0

Q

•

••

Ii

••

0

8

•• e80e.

7

fOile

....

k
Bl
Bz
B3
B4
Bs
B6
B1

Although B1 is available as a modifier, it is permanently wired as a counter for the REPEAT instructiono When a
REPEAT instruction occurs» the previous content of B7 is eradicatedo B1 then assumes the value of the address-portion m-i-:k :i'nr.!the
REPEAT instruction.
The same B-box may be used to modify any number
of instructions in a program cycle ..
Ce

m-Designator

The modifier. m, is repre sented by bits 14 to 12 of
every instruction. The modifier enables BOGART to operate on a
24-bit word, an 8-bit third of a word, or the low-order 15 bits of a
wordo An 8-bit third of a word is limited to low ... order, center, or
high-order segments. The low-order 8 bits are bits 7 to 0; the
center 8 bits are 15 to 8; and the high-order 8 bits are 23 to 16 ..
Modifier

0
5

1D
2, 6

3. 7
4

Corresponding Bits

.
·
• · .
.
•
. ·• ·...
0

It

t

0

0

0

0

23
7
15
23
14

to
to
to
to
~Q.

0
0
8
16
0
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The instructions given by these values are:,
m .. 0

Operate on the entire 24-bit word as stored.'

m - 1

Operate on a 24-bit word which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the fow-order
8 bits of the word in storage, and which has
the high-order 16 bits equal to the eighth bit.

m - 2

Operate on a 24-bit word which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the center 8
bits of the word storegp, and which has the
high -order 16 bits equal to the eighth bit.

m - 3

Operate on a 24-bit word which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the high-order
8 bits of the word in storage, and which has
the high-order 16 bits equal to the eighth bit.

m - 4

Operate on a 24-bit word which has the loworder 15 bits corresponding to the low-order
15-bits of storage, and which has the high-order':7 bits equal to zero.

-5

Operate on a Z4-bit word which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the low-order
8 bits of the word in storage, and which has
the high-or4er 16 bits equal to zero.

rn - 6

Operate on a 24-bit word which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the center 8
bits of the word in storage, and which has
the high-order 16 bits equal to zero.

?

Operate on a 24-bitword which has the loworder 8 bits corresponding to the high-order
8 bits of the word in storage, and the highorder 16 bits equal to zero.

m

ttl -
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When an 8-bit third of a word is used in the 24-bit
arithmetic register s of BOGART, the 8 bits are relocated to occupy
bit-positions 7 to 0 of the register~
The high-order 16 bits of the
register assume the value specified by roo
In storing with m = 1,
Z~ 3 t 5, 6, and 7, BOGART replaces the specified third of a word
with bi~s 7 to 0 of the arithmetic register
0

When m = 4, bits 14 to 0 of the original word occupy
the same bit-positions in the arithmetic registers. The remaining
positions in the register, bits 23 to 15, are zeros. In storing with
m = 4, BOGART replaces bits 14 to 0 of the stored word with the
corresponding bits of the arithmetic register. The remaining bits
of the word are Uhchan§~~d.
d.

k-Base Execution Address

The lZ .. bit base execution address, k, as modified by
B, specifies one of the 4,096 storage addresses as the location of
the operand used in the execution of the instruction. Designator k
is represented by bits 11 to 0 of the instruction.
,Z.

Arithmetic

BOGART uses one's complement arithmetic.
The one's
complement is formed by replacing each binary bit with its opposite
value., In this system, a negative number is represented by com ..
p1ementing each bit of the positive number
For example, plus five
is 000000000000000000000101; minus five is 111111111111111111111010.
0

Minus zero, or all ones, causes some programming
trouble in the one's complement system. Minus zero is considered
a negative number for POSITIVE and NEGATIVE JUMP, but for
ZERO and NONZERO JUMP it is considered not zero.. Usually
BOGAR T will not generate a minus zero with normal arithmetical
operations, but in certain caSes a minus zero ·ma:y· be gene·rated in .
the accumulator o Orders LPR, RLP, seo, RSC, SBT, and LSH
mayor may not generate a minus zero in the accumulator.

Examples of one f s complement arithmetic w,ith word size
1Z are to be found on pages III - 5 and III - 6 .

=
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ADDITION:
Decimal

Octal

+7

+7
~+) -5
+2

~+~ .. 5
+2.

-7
(+) -6

-7
{f) -6

-13 :

-15

+3

+3

~+~ -4

{+~ -4
-1

-1

-2
{+~ +5

-2
(+~ +5

+3

+3

One's Complement
000000000111
carry 111111111010
(1) 000000000001
1 (add carry
to RT most }j,~t~)
000000000010 (answer +2)

111111111000
carry 111111111001
( 1) 111111110001
1 (add carry)
111111110010 (answer -15)

no 000000000011
carry 111111111011
111111111110 (answer -1)

carry 111111111101
(+) 000000000101
(1) 000000000010
1 (add carry)
000000000011 (answer +3)

111-

SUBTRACTION: The subtrahend is
added to the minuende

complemented~

~

than

Decimal

Octal

+7
(-) -5
+12

+7
(-) -5
+14:

000000000111
000000000101 (complement of -5)
000000001100 (answer +14)

-7

. -7

(-) -6
-1

(-) -6

111111111000
000000000110 (complement of -6)
111111111110 (answer -1).

-1

+3
(-) -4

+7

-2

-z

(-) +S

(-) +5
-7

-7

One's Complement

000000000011
000000000100 (complement of -4)
000000060111 (answer +7)

carry 111111111101
(-)
111111111010 (complement of +5)
(1)· 111111110111
1 (add carry)
~l"!"'"l~11~1~1~1~11~0~0""'!"'0 (answer' -7)
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3.

Symbols

-+ ()

(arrow) transmit

- (parenthesis) content of
- (prime) complement of

~

- (circular plus) add without carry

>

- greater than, A > B (A is greater than Be)

<..

- less than, A

< B (A is less than B.)

therefore
~ - return jump

..... - nor mal jump

<:)

- (on) status of switch; control light corresponding to
switch . • ON

CD -

(off) status of switch; control light corresponding to
switch •• OFF

Y

- low-order 15 bits of instruction after modification
by B

y

- low-order 15 bits of instruction without modification

by B

(Y)

- content of storage location specified by Y

JS

- jump switch

SS

- stop switch

QZ3

-

Ao

- (subscript o) the right-most bit of the accumulator

(subscript Z3) the 24th or left-most bit position of
the register
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An

- (subs cript n) the corresponding bit position (0 through
2.3) of the acculnulator

NI

- next instruction

(As) - (subscript s) the shifted content of the accun'lulator

(Ai) - (subscript

J

the initial content of the accumulator

(Af ) - (subscript f) the final content' of the acculTIulator
L(Q)(Y) - logical (bit by bit) product of (o) and (Y)

4.

Mnemonic Code
1tInemonic is defined as an aid to memory. The following
pages list the octal code. mnemonic code, nalne of instructions,
and the symbolic description for each instruction in BOGART. The
mnemonic code has been chosen as a standard notation in re£ering
to BOGART instructions.
Octal Mnemonic
Code
Code

Instruction

Symbolic Description
of the Instruction

Enter B
Load B
Store B
Increase B
Index skip

y""-7'-B

00

01

ENB

02

LDB

03

STB
INB

04
05

06

BSK

07

TSK
RPT

10
11
12

ENA
LDA

13
14

STA

15
16
17

SHA
LSH

eOA
AJP

(Y)~B
(B}~Y

(Bh + y~Br
If (B) > y, skip and clear B;
if (B) <. y. (B) + I-+- Bf
Threshold skip If (B) > y. sldp
Do next instruction Y times
Repeat

Unassigned
Enter A
Load A
Store A
Complement A
Shift A
Long shift
l\. jump

Y~A

(Y}~l\
{A}~Y

(A')~A

(A) s -+- (A)r
(P.. , Q) s ~(A, Q)f
(See symbolic expression for
each option on page III- 30. )
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Octal Mnemonic
Code
Code
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

30
31
32
33
34
3S
36
37
40
41
42
43

ENQ
LDQ
STQ
COQ

SHQ
TAQ
QJP

ADC
ADD

ADR
RAO
LAQ
AQS

RAQ

SBC
SUB

44

SBR
RSO

45

LSQ

46

SQS

47

RSQ

50
51

LPR
ALP

52

sea

S3
54

SBT
RLP

Ins truction

Unassigned
Enter Q
Load Q
Store Q
Complement Q
Shift Q
Transmit A to Q
Qjump

Unas signed
Add constant
Add
Add replace
Replace add one
Load A, add Q
Add Q and store
Replace add Q
Unassigned
Subtract constant
Subtract
Subtract replace
Replace subtract
one
Load A,
subtract Q
Subtract Q
and store
Replace
subtract Q
Logical product
Add logical
product
Selective
complement
Substitute bits
Replace logical
product

Symbolic Description
of the Instruction

Y--?p"Q
(Y)~Q

(Q) ~y
(QI)--...O
(as) -+Qf
(A.)--+-Q
(See symbolic expression for
each option on page III-38.)

Y + (Ah ~Af
(Y) + (A)i ~Af
(Y) + (Ah ~ Af and Y
(y) + l~A and Y
(Y) + (Q') ~A
(A)i + (Q) ~Af and Y
(Y) + (Q) ~A and Y

(Ah - Y ~Af
(Ah - (Y) ~Af
(A)i -' (Y)~.I\.f and Y
(Y) ... l~A and Y

(Y) - (Q)

~A

(Ah - (Q). ~'Af a~d Y
(Y) - (Q)

41'

A and Y

L(Q}{Y) ~A.
(A)i + L(Q)(Y) ~Af
If (Y)n = 1, complen;ent (A)n
L(Y n)(Qn) + L(An)(Qn) ~Af

L(Q)(Y)'-:"" A and Y
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Octal Mnemonic
Code
Code

Instruction

Symbolic Description
of the Ins truction

55

RAL

56

RSC

57

RSB

Replace
I
.
substitute bits L(Yn)(Qn) + L(An)(Qn) ~An
and Y n

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

MUL
DIV
SCL
ESK
USK
GSK
LSK

Multipl y step
Divide step
Selective clear
Unassigned
Equal skip
Unequal skip
Greater skip
Less skip

70

EXF

Replace add logical product
(Ah + L(Q)(Y) ~A and Y
Replace selective
complement
If (Y)n = 1 t complement (An).
An~Yn

71
72
73
74
75
76
77

INF
OUT
TRJ
SNJ
SLJ
SLS

•

External
function
Input
Output
Trace jump
Sense jump
Selective jump
Selective stop
Unassigned

Product->Q
Quotient ~Q t ren1ainder

~A

(Ah + L(A)(Y)~A£
If (A) = (Y) skip
If (A) I (Y). skip
If (A) "> (Y), skip
If (A) < (Y), skip
f

Y
F
If lTI = 1, 2, 3 t 5, 6 or 7; I ~ Y
If m = 1, 2. 3, 5, 6 or 7; Y-+-O
(See section III-C for description and symbolic expression
for each option. )

The format for the following Instruction
Codes and Command Steps was selected
as the most practical adaptation of this
material.
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5.

Instruction Terms
a.

RETURN JUMP

Transmit the address of the next sequential instr.uc-,
tion to the low-order 15 bits of the storage location specified by the
low-order 12 bits of the RETU~N JUMP instruction. Then change
the program address to obtain the next instruction from the storage
location specified plus one.
The "b"-modifier may be used.
The third-of-a-word feature may not be used.
The repeat may be used. The repeat sequence is
ter.minated after the execution of a Jump instruction
when the jump occur s, storing the number of unper ..
formed repetitions in .B1'
If the Jump instruction
does not occur, repetition of the instruction continuesl.
The RETURN JUMP is very useful for sub-routines ..
Example:
ML
X

Maln
. P rogram
OP
B
M
4,
5,
6 or 7
SLJ

Addr.ess

Y

X+l

Sub-Routine

ML
y
Y_±l

OP

B

M

Address
X+l

x -

Location of the RETURN JUMP instruction.
X+l - Location of the instruction following the RETURN
JUMP instruction.
Y - Specified location, where number X+I is transmitted.
y +1 - Location of the next instruction to be executed.
(Example continued on next pC3:ge)
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Step (1)

Step (2)

Step (3)

Execute X

TransIl'lit X+l
to low-order 15 bits
of (Y)

Execute Y+l

b.

NORMAL JUMP

Continue with Ysequence of instruction
until programmed
otherwise.

(Set PAK=Y)

Change the program address to obtain the next
instruction from the memory location specified by the lower 12 bits
of the NORMAL JUMP instructionJ
The "btl-modifier may be used.
The third-of-a-word feature may not be used.
The repeat may be used.
The repeat sequence is
terminated if'the ,Jump o.ccrirs. ',storing tnelIlumbler,:l
of unperformed repetions in B 7 • If the Jump does not
occur, repetition of the instruction continues
0

This instruction is used to change series of addresses
in a program.
Example:
Series A
ML
X

OP
SLJ

B

M

Address

1,2, 3,
or ¢

Y

I~L I
x -

Series B
OP I B 1 M .1 Address]

Location of Jump instruction
Y - Location of next instruction to be executed
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B.

Execution Time of Instructions
Octal Mnemonic
Code
Code
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ENB
LDB
STB
INB

BSK
TSK
RPT

ENA
LDA
STA
COA
SHA

LSH
AJP

20
21
22
23
24
25

ENQ
LDQ
STQ
COQ
SHQ

26
27

TAQ
QJP

Time in Microseconds
Normal
Repeat

20
40
40
20
32
32
20

32
12
40
20
40
20
28
8
Timing depends on amount of shift;
see pages IIl-28 and III-29.
Variable timing depending on JUMP or
NO JUMP conditions; see page 111-30.

32
12
40
20
40
20
36
16
Timing depends on amount of shift;
see page III-360
12
32
Variable timing depending on JUMP or
NO JUMP conditions; see page III- 38 ..

30
31

ADC

32
33
34
35
36
37

ADD
ADR
RAO
LAQ
AQS
RAQ

32
40
60
60
48
56
68

12
20
40
40
28
36
48
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Octal Mnemonic
Code
Code

Time in Microseconds
Normal
Repeat.

40
41
42
43

SBC

32

12

SUB
SBR

~4

RSO

45
46
47

LSQ
5QS
RSQ

40
60
60
48
56

20
40
40
28
36
48

50

LPR
ALP
SeQ

51

52
53
54

SBT
RLP

55
56
57

RAL
,Rse
RSB

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

MUL

70
71
72
73
74
75

76

DIV

seL

68

44
44
40
44
60
64
60
60

64
64
60
60

LSK

OUT
TRJ
SNJ
SLJ
SLS

40

Variable timing; see page Il1-9Z.
... - do ......... - ...
111-66.
40
20

ESK
USK
GSK

EXF
INP

24
24
20
24
40
44
40

36
Variable
... - - - • - - - - ... - ... ...
... ... ... ... ...
- - - ... ...

timing; see
do ... - - - ...
do - - - - a
do ... - ... - ...
do - ... ... ... ...
do - - ... - -

44
44
40
40
16
page III-76.
- - 111-78.
III-BO
..- 1II-8!.
- - 1II-83,
- ... III-85.
0

77

Note that instructions 00 through 07 are not timed under REPEAT

CONTROL.
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The method of timing an instruction under REPEA T CONTROL
is as follows:
Time of
RPT
Instr
0

plus

number of
repetitions
minus one

times

timing of
instr
under RPT
0

plus

Example:
Repeat the ENA (11) instruction 15 times:
20 + (14)(12)

+ 32

~

220 microseconds

normal
time of
instr ~
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C.

Instruction Code

Operation
Code

Instruction

01

ENTER B

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(ENB)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION ... Replace the
content of the specified B ... register with the low-order
15 bits of the instruction.
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

The execution of this instruction
causes the repeat sequence to be

terminated.
2.

The B-designator, "b" , is used
to designate a specific B-box,
but the instruction is not lTIodified by the specified B-register
before execution.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is a part of the constant
entering B.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation tim.e is 20 microseconds.

4. If the B-designator is zero this
instruction functions as a
"no operation" instruction.
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Operation
Code

Instruction-

02

LOAD B

Mnemonic
Code

(LDB)

Symbolic
Description

(Y) -.:- B

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add the content of B-box specified to the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction, then replace the content of the B -box with
the content of the storage location specified by this
modified address.
b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - (B) is added to m, k
and transferred to S before B is loaded from storage.
The bits from the storage location may comprise any
8-bit third of a word or the low-order 15 bits of a word.
1.

Execution of this instruction
causes the repeat sequence to
be terminated.

2.

.The:(Bf-des'ignator ~ 9tb", is used
wi.th this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", as a word-portion designator,
is used with this instruction. If
m = 0, the specified B -register
receives the low-order 15 bits
from the storage location.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds.

4.

If the B-designator is zero, this
instruction functions as a
"no operation" instruction.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
STORE B

03

Mnemonic
Code

(STB)

Symbolic
Description

(B)--......y

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
low-order 15 bits of the content of the storage location
with the content of the specified B-register.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The high-order 9 bits
of the storage location will remain unchanged. All arith. metic registers remain unchanged.
1.

The exe cu tion of this ins truction
,causes the repeat sequence to be
terminated.

2.

The B-designator p ''btl, is used
to designate a specific B - boxp
but the instruction is not modified by the specified B-register
before execution. The B-register specified is not changed.

3.

'the INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,

"m", has no meaning in this
instructiono (Onl y the low-order
15 bits of the storage location
change, regardless of the value
of "milo)
c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds.

48

If the B-designator is zero,
the low-order fifteen bits of
the storage location specified
will be set to zero.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

04

INCREASE B

Mnemonic
Code

(INB)

Symbolic
Description

(B) + y~B

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add the loworder 15 bits of this instruction to the specified B -register.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - This instruction enables
B to advance its addres s position by any constant.
1.

Execution of this instruction
causes the repeat sequence to
be terminatedo

z.

The B-designator, "bY', is used
to designate a specific B-box,
but the instruction is not modified
by the B-register before execution.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m" t has no meaning in this
instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 20 microseconds.

4.

If the B-designator is zero,
this instruction ~unctions
as a "no operation" instruction.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

Mnemonic
(BSK)

05

INDEX SKIP

Symbolio
Description

Code

If {B»Y, skip NI
then clear B;

If' (B)Ly,
then (B) +l~B
a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION
If the content of
the specified B-register is greater than or equal to the
low-order 15 bits of this 1nstructionp skip the next
sequential instruction and clear B" If the content of the
speoified B-register is less than the 1ow~order 15 bits of
this instruction, add one to the specified B-register and
execute the next sequential instruction.
=>

b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

1.

Execution of this instruction
causes the repeat sequence to
be terminated.

2.

The B... designator p fib", is used
to designate a specific B-box,
but the instruction is not modi
fied by the B~register before

execution

3.

co

0

The mSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
umu, bas no meaning in this

instruction .
CO

TIMING

c:a

Normal operation time is 32 micro""

seconds.

4..

For the purposes of this instruction»
numbers which conta.in a. 1 in the
fifteenth bit are regarded as
negative ..
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Operation
Code

Instruction
THRESHOLD SKIP

06

Mnemonic
Code

(TSK)

Symbolic
Description
If (B) >y,
skip NI

a. INsrRUCTION DESCRIPrION - If the content
of the specified B-register is greater than or equal to
the low-order 15 bits of this instruction, skip the next
sequential. instruction. If the content of the specified
B-register is less than the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction, continue with the present sequence.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - This instruction checks
the value of (B ) without ehanging its content.
1.

The execution of this instruction causes the
repeat sequence to be terminated.

2.

The B-designator, ub tl , is used to
designate a specific B-box, but
the instruction is not modified by
the B-register before execution.

3.

The nfSTRtJCTION MODIFIER,
"mu , has

no meaning.

~

c.

seconds.

'l'DmiG - Normal operation time is 32 micro-

4. For the purposes of this instruction,
numbers which contain a ~ in the
fifteenth bit are regarded as
negative
0
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Operation
Code

Instruction

07

REPEAT

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(RPT)

Execute NI
Y times.

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Execute the next
instruction th,e number of times indicated by the low-order
12 bits of this instruction p as modified by specified B ·box.
If m =0, Z, 4, 6 after modifi~ation .... No change in the
repeated instruction.

If m ::: 1 or 3 after 'modification - ... Increase the low~
order 15 bits of the repeated instruction by one
each time the instruction is executed.
If m

=5

or 7 after modification -- Decrease the loVlorder 15 bits of the repeated instruction by
one each time the instruction is executed.

BT (bits 00 through 11) is used as the repeat counter.
The repeat is terminated under anyone of the following conditions with B1 containing the count of uq,performed
repetitions:
1.

When the instruction being repeated
calls for a change of program address,
such as jump or skipo

2.

Upon receipt of an. ItExternal
Disconnect" signal from external
equipment.

3.

Upon depletion of the repeat count.

4.

Execution of instructions 01, 02, 03,
04, 05 D 06, 070
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b

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

0

1.

B7

is decreased by one each time the
repeated instr~ction 1s executed.

3.

The INSTRUCTION l.fODIFIER,
umu» is used with this instruction
to specify the address modification
of the repeated instr~ctionG

4.

Since the repeat 1nstr\lction 1s an
a:ux1llary instruction, one or more

of the registers of the

c~ter

may change during the execution

of the repeated instructlono

5

The repeated instruction is modified by !Jb" in the initial execution.
There~~erp the "m" of the repeat
instruction designates the address
modification.

Q

6

Repea.t~6ng

an instruction zero
times causes that inst~~ction to

G

be skipped

0

c. TDfING.., Normal operat10'1l, time 1s 40 microseconds if Repeat count ~ 0; if Re~eat count , 0, operation
time is 20 microsecondsq
d. SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS FOR A REPEATED
mSTRUm-ION "" The modifier (spec1:f'ing the modifica.tion

inJ~rtruction) is stored in Err with the
repeat count
Thus p a, mcdification by Br includes the
modifier
The modifier is cleared from :8 7 upon termination

of the repeated
0

0

of the repeated

1natr~ct1ono

1

_-.J
Modify . Repeat
instruction by B
Place count and

m in B7
Is repeat c~
equal to z:~_~~~1

yes

,

~

no

Reduce repeat
count by one

Skip repeated
instruction

Read repeated
instruction

Modify repeated
instruction by B
I

Execute repeated
instruction one time

~.
Is instruction
executed 01,02,03,04
05,06,or 07

Reduce repeat
count by one

no
Does a skip, jump, or

external disconnect
occur?
~-"'-]"'r-------.I
~~~9n

,

no

no

Is repeat count
equal to zero?
... 1....
yes
Clear m portion
of B1
1._

Read next
instruction
Figure 2 - Sequence of Operations for a Repeated Instruction

yes
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Operation
Code

Instruction

11

ENTER A

Mnemonic Symbolic
Code
De s cr iption
(ENA)

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the low-order IS bits of
thfs instruction as modified by specified Bo
b •. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - If ''b'' is zero, the loworder 15 bits of the instruction enter A as a positive 15 -bit
. number. If "b" is not zero, the low-'order 15 bits, plus
the content of the designated B-box, enter A as a positive number. In a:ny case the high. order 9 bits of A,
bits 15 = 23 p will be zeroo
1.
The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instructiono

2.

The B-designator, "b", is available
for use with this instructiono

30

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
tim", as a modifier, has no meaning
in this ins truction.

c. TIMING - Normal operation time is 32 microseconds; repeat, 12, microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

12

LOAD A

Mnemonic
Code

(LDA)

Symbolic
Description

(Y) -+-A

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of A with the content of the storage location
specified by the low-order 15 bits of this instruction as
modified by B
0

b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with ·this instruction.

z.

The B-designator, l'b", is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", used as a word-portion
designator t is available for use
with this instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds; repeat operation time~ 20 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Ins truction

13

STORE A

Mne.monic
Code

Symb-olic
Description

(STA)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the storage location, . specified by the low-order
15 bits of this instruction, as modified by B, with the
content of the Accumulator.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Accumulator is
unchanged by this operation.

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, "b", is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,

"m", is used as a word-portion
designator in this instruction.
Onl y the portion of the stored
information as specified by "m"
is altere-do Bits 0 to 7 of A may
be stored in any designated
third of a wordo
c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds; repeat, 20 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

COMPLEMENT A

14

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(COA)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with its one's complement.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The instruction may
be classified as a "no address" instruction since the loworder 18 bits of the instruction are not used.
Complementing of positive zero (all OIS) results in po~itiMe~;
zero.

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2..

The B-designator, "b", has no
meaning in this ins truction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", has no meaning in this
instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 28 microseconds; repeat operation, 8 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

15

SHIFT A

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(SHA)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Shift the Accumulator, circularly to the left, the number of bit positions
specified by the low-order 6 bits of this instruction as
modified by specified Bo
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The maximum shift is
63' bit positions.
I.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

Z..

The B-designator, ''btl, is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mll, has no meaning in this
instruction.

CO
TIMING - Operation time, if 1,2;,4,5-,6,8,.9, or
10 shifts, is 32. microseconds. Operation time if 3, 7,
11,12.,13,14, or 15 shifts, is 36 microseconds. Operation
time is increased 4 microseconds with each additional
four shifts. Operation time for repeat is variable, depending upon num.ber of shifts
0
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Operation
Code

Instruction

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

16

LONG SHIFT

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Shift (A) and (Q),
as one 48 -bit register, circularl y to the left the number of bit
positions as specified by the low-order 6 bits of .this instruction as modified by B.
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The maximum shift is

63 bit positions.
1.

The REPEAT~feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator. "btl, is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER)
"m", has no meaning in this
instruction.

c.
TIMING - Operation time, if 1. 2,4. 5. 69 8, 9, or
10 shifts, is 32 microseconds Operation time, if 3, 7,
11,12,13,14, or 15 shifts, is 36 microseconds. Operation
time is increased by 4 microseconds with each additional
four shifts. Operation time for repeat is variable depending upon the number of shifts.
G
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Operation
Code

Instruction

17

A JUMP

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(AJP)

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - The Accumulator Jump instruction has eight options 0 depending on
the value of "m" and the present status of the Accumulator.
If m = 0 and if the content of the Accumula.tor is
zero, do a normal jump; if A is not zero,
continue the present sequenceo

If m = 1 and if the content of the Accumulator is
not zero, do a normal jump; if the content
of the Accumulator is equal to zero, continue the present sequenceo

'If m

=Z

and if the content of the Accumulator is
positive (Az!=O). do a normal jump; if A is
not positive, continue the present sequence.'

If m

=3

and if the content of the Accumulator is
negative (A:u= 1)0 do a normal jump; if A is
not negative, continue the present sequence.

If m = 4 and if the content of the Accumulator is
zero do a return jump; if A is not zero,
continue the present sequence •
. If m

=5

and if the content of the Accumulator is
not zero p do a return jumpo If the content
of the Accumulator is equal to zero, continue the present sequence o

If m

=6

and if the content of the Accumulator is
positive (A Z3 =O)o do a return jump; if A is
not positive p continue the present sequence.

If m = 7 and if the content of the Accumulator is
negative (An= 1)0 do a return jump; if A is
not negative continue the present sequence.
ll
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b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - If the trace jump control is on, a return jump to zer 0 sequence will replace
either the norm~l jump or return jump sequence. During
this instruction the Accumulator does not change.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available.
for use with this instruction, being
terminated if the jump condition
exists.

2.

The B-designator, "b", is available
for us e with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used to designate the jump
condition.

ce
TIMING - For NO JUMP, the normal operation
time is. 40 microseconds; repeat operation, 20 microseconds. For JUMP, the normal operation time for no
trace jump and In = O~ 1,2. or 3, is 40-microseconds;
for trace jump or m = 4,5,6, or 7, is 56 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

21

ENTER 0

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

:XENQ)

Y-+Q

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the O-register with the low-order 15 bits of
thfs in8tru~tion as modified by B.
~--

b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - If fib" is zero, the loworder 15 bits of the instruction enter Q as a positive IS-bit
number. If "bit is not zero, the low-order 15 bits, plus
the content of the designated B-box, enter Q as a positive
number. In any case the high order 9 bits of' Q.Jl bits
15 - 23, will be zero.
1.
The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction o
2.

The B-designator, "bit, is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INST~UCTION MODIFIER,
"m", ha s no me aning in thi s
instruction.

c. TIMING - Normal operation time is 32 microseconds; repeat, 12 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

22

LOAD Q

Mnemonic Symbolic
De s cr iption
~ode

(LDQ)

,

(Y)~Q

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - replace the
content of the Q-register' wi,th -the content of the storage
location specified by the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction, as modified by B.
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for uie with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator. ''b'', is available
for use with the ins truction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mit, is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c. TIMING - No~mal operation time is 40, microseconds; repeat, 20 microsecondse
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. Operation
Code

Instruction

23

STORE Q

Mnemonic
Code
(STQ)

Symbolic
Des cription
(Q)~Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the storage location, specified by the low-order
15 bits of this instruction as modified by B, with the conteJ:lt of the Q-register.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The
unchanged by this operation.

Q,-regi~ter

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator. ''b''~ is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.
'Only the portion of the stored
information as specified by "m"
is altered.
Bits 0 to 7 of Q may
be stored in any designated third
of a word.

remains

c.
TIMING - Normal operating time is 40 microseconds; repeat, 20 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

. 24

COMPLEMENT Q

Mnemonic Symbolic
_C_o_d_e___ . Description
(COQ)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Repl~ce the
content of the O-register with its one's complement.
SPECIAL FEATURES - The instruction is a
"no-address" instruction since the low-order 18 bits of
the instruction are not used. Complementing· of positive
zero (all O's) results in a negative zero (all Its).
b.

1.

Z.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.
The B-designator. ''bIt, has no
meaning in this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER.

"m", has no meaning in this
instruction.
c.
TIMING - Normal operating time is 36 microseconds; repeat, 16 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

25

SHIFT Q

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
De s cr i ption

(SHQ)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Shift Q circularly
to the left the number of bit positions specified ;·.by the loworder 6 bits of this instruction as modified by B.
b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The maximum shift is
63 bit positions.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, 9th", is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", has no meaning in this
instruction.

c.
TIMING - Operating time for lp2,4,5,6,8,9, or
10 shifts is 32 microseconds.
Operation time, if 3,7,
11,-12,13,14, or 15 shifts, is 3b microseconds. Operation
time is increased 4 microseconds with each additional
four shifts.
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Operation Mnemonic
,Code
Code

Instruction
TRANSFER

A

TO

Q

Z6

(TAO)

Symbolic
Description
{A)~Q

a. INSTRUCTION' DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the O-register with the content of the Accumulator.
bQ SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - This instruction is a
"no-address" instruction, since the low-order 18 bits are
not used.
The A-register remains unchanged all:d the
O-register is equal to the Accumulator after executing
the ins truction.
1.

The REPEAT feature has no
meaning in this instruction.

z.

The B-designator, ''btl, has no
meaning in this instruction.

3,

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", has no meaning in thi s
instruction.

c. TIMING - Normal operating time is 32 microseconds; repeat, 12 microseconds.
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Opara~ion

Code

Instruction
Q

27

JUMP

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(QJP)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION .. This instruction
has 'eight options, depending upon the value of Bmtt and the
present status of the, Q-register.
If m

=0

and if Q is positive (Q23=0), do a normal
jump; if Q is not positive, continue, the
present sequence. Then in either c~se, shift
Q circularly left one bit position.

If m

=1

and if Q is negative (0 23 1), do a normal
jump; if
is not negative, continue the
present sequence. Then in either ,ca.se, shift
Q circularly left one b1tposition.

a

=

lfm = Z and if Q is positive. (0 2 3=0), do anol"lmal
jump;. if Q is not positive, continue the
p'resent sequence.
Do not shift Q.
U m

=3

and if Q is negative (02l=1) ~ do a normal
jump if 0 is not negative, continue the
present sequenceo
Do not shift Q.

If m

=4

and if Q is positive (A Z3 =O), do a return
jump; if a is not positive" continue' the
pre:sent sequenceo . Then in either case, shift
Q .cir'cUlarlY left one b.;( t poei tion.

If m

=5

and if Q is negative (OZ3= 1), do a return
jump; if Q is not negative, continue the
present sequence. Then in either case, shift
Q circularly left one bit position.

If m

=6

and if Q is positive (Q 2 3=0), do a return
jump; if Q is not positive, continue the
present sequenceCl
Do not shift Qo
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If m

=7

and if Q is negative (0;'.3= l), do a return
jum?; if Q is not negative, continue the
present sequence.
Do not shift Q.

b.
SPECIAL FUNC TIONS - If the trace jump con'"
trol is on, a return jump to zero sequence will replace
either the normal jump or return jump sequencee
The
O-register changes when "m" = 0,1,4, or 5, but does not
change when "m" = 2p 3, 6 p or 7.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction J and
the repeat is terminated when the
jump occurs.

2.

The B';designator, fib", is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER p
"m'lp is used to designate the funlp
condition ..

c~
TIMING - For NO JUMP, the normal operation
tinle is 40 n1icroseconds~ repeat, 20 microseconds.
For JUMP, the normal operation tin1e for no trace jUlTl[->
and n1=O, 1, Z, or 3 t is 40 microseconds~ for trace jurnp
or m=4, 5, 6, or 7, it is 56 lnicroseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
ADD CONSTANT

31

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(ADC)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add to the content of the Accumulator the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction as modified by Bo
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1,

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction~

2,

The B-designator, "btl, is used
with this instruction,

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", ha s no meaning in this
instruction o

c. TIMING - Normal optlration time is 32 microseconds; repeat, 12 microsec.Jndso
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Operation
Code

Instruction

32

ADD

Mnemonic

Symbolic

Code

Description

(ADD)

a. INerRUCTION DESCRIPrION - Add the content
of the storage location specified by the low-order 15 bits
of this instruction, as modified by BI to the content of the
Accumulator.
b.

SPECIAL FUNC'-rIONS

1.

The REPEAT feature 1s available

for use with this instruction.
2.

The B-des1gnator, "b", is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUarIONMODIFIER,
tim", 1s. used as ~ a word-portion
designator with- thisinstruct1on.

c. TIMING - Normal operation time 1s 40 microseconds i repeat I 20 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
ADD REPLACE

33

Mnemonic
Code
(ADR)

Symbolic
Description
{A)i + (Y) ~A,
then (A)f..... y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add the content
of the storage location specified by the low-order 15 bits
of this instruction to the Accumulator, then replace the
,content of that storage location with the content of the
Accumulator.
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, ''bu , is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mtt, is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

CO
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microsecondso
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Opera,tion
Code

Instruction
REPLACE ADD ONE

34

Mnemonic ,Symbolic
Code
Description
(RAO)

(y), + I-t-A,
then (A') -... Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with one plus the content of
the storage location, then replace the content of that
. storage location with the content of the Accumulator.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTION - After Execution, the
Accumulator will have the same content as that of
the specified storage locationo
10

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, fib", is used
with this instruction.

3,

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is us ed as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

LOAD A, ADD Q

35

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(Y) + (Q) .....A

(LAO)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the content of the Accumulator with the content of the Q-register,
plus the content of the storage location as specified by the
low-order 15 bits of this .instruction as modified by Be
be SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - After the execution of
this instruction the Q--register remains unchanged.

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instructiono

z.

The B-designator, "b"p is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER
tlm"~ is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.
j

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 48 microseconds; repeat, 28 microseconds o
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Operation
Code

Instruction
ADD Q AND STORE

Mnemonic Symbolic'
Code
.Description

36

(AQS)

(A) i + (Q) --;-A f
then (A)f~Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add the content
of the O-register to the content of the Accumulator, then
replace the content of the storage location, specified by
the low-order 15 bits of this instruction as modified by Be
with the content of the Accumulator
0

b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - After execution of this
instruction the Q-register remains unchanged.

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

z.

The B-designator, ''b'', is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
tim", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

CO
TIMING - Normal operation time is 56 microseconds; repeat, 36 microsecondso
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Operation
Code

Instruction

REPLACE ADD Q

37

Mnemonic
Code
(RAQ)

Symbolic
Description
(Y) + (Q) ---.pAil
then (A)~Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION .. !Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the
storage location specified by the low -order 15 bits of
this instruction; add the content of the Q-register~ then
replace the content of that storage location with the
content of the Accumulator
G

b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - After execution of
this instruction the Q .. register remains1unchanged.
The content of the specified storage location is equal
to the content of A.
1.

The REPEAT feature is ~vailable
for use with this instructlon$

2.

The B-designator, ''btl, is used
with this instruction ..

3"

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER~
m ", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction ..

¥1

ca
TIMING ... Norlnal operation tilne is 68 microseconds;, repeat, 48 microseconds ~

Operatio~

Code

Instruction

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

j

SUBTRACT CONSTANT

41

(SBC)

ao

INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Subtract the
low-order 15 bits of this instruction, as modified by
B p from the content of the Accumulator '"
bG

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

10

The REPEAT feature is available
for us e with this instructiono

Z

3

Q

0

The B .. de signa tor, "b"t is available
for use with this instruction.
The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
has no meaning in this
ins truction.

ilm",

CO

secondse

TIMING - Normal operation time is 32 micro-
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Operation
Code

Instruction

42

SUBTRACT

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(SUB)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Subtract the
content of the storage location, specified by the loworder 15 bits of this instruction as modified by B t from
. the content of the Accumulator.
b.

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

2.

3.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.
The B-designator, ''btl, may be
. used with this instruction.
The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c. TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds; repeat, 20 lnicroseconds~
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Operation
Code

Instruction
SUBTRACT REPLACE

43

Mnemonic
Code

(SBR)

Symbolic
Description'
(A)i - (Y)~Af
then (A)f~Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Subtract the
content of the storage location, specified by the loworder 15 bits of this instruction as modified by B, from
the content of the Accumulator, then replace the content
of that same storage location with the content of the
Accumulator.
b.

SPECIAL' FUNCTIONS
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instructiono

z.

The B-designator, ''bIt, may be
used with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
tim", is used a~ a word-portion
designator with this instruction o

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microseconds o
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Operation
Code

Instruction
REPLACE SUBTRACT
ONE

44

Mnemonic
Code
(RSO)

Symbolic
Description

(Y) ... 1 ~A9
tlhen (A)-::"Y

ae
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the
storage location, specified by the low -order 15 bits of
this instruction as modified by Bj subtra.ct one: a.nd then
replace the content of the specified storage locatiori -..
with the content of the Accumulator.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - After execution, the
content of the Accumulator is equal to the content of the
specified storage location.
I.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, ''btl, is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MO:qIFIER,
"mtt~ is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c •. TIMING - Normal op,eration time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 micro·seconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

Mnemonic Symbolic
Code
) Description
(

LOAD At SUBTRACT Q

45

(LSQ)

(Y) - (Q)

~A

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the storage
location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction as modified by B, minus the content of the
Q-register
0

b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The content of the
a-register remains unchangedo
l.The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instructiono

z.

The B-designator, ''b'', may be
used with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mn, is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

CO
TIMING - Normal operation time is 48 microseconds; repeat, 28 microsecondso

III •

Operation
Code

Instruction:
SUBTRACT Q AND
STORE

46

Mnemonic
Code
(SQS)

Symbolic
Description

(A)i - (Q) ......A f
then (A)f ....... y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Subtract the
content of the Q-register from the content of the Accumulator, then replace the content of the storage location.
specified by the low-order 15 bits of this instruction 'as
modified by B, with the final content of the Accumulator.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Q-register remains
unchanged.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction o

z.

The B-designator, 'Ib", may be
used with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 56 microseconds; repeat, 36 microseconds o

sz
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Operation
Code

Instruction
REPLACE~

SUBTRACT Q

47

Mnemonic
Code
(RSQ)

Symbolic
Description

(Y) - (Q) -...A,
then (A) --.- Y

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the storage location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of this
instruction as modified by B; subtract the content of the
Q-register, then replace the content of the specified
storage location with the content of the Accumulator.

b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The content of the
storage location is equal to the content of Ao
The
a-register remains unchangedo
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, ''b tt , may be
used with this instruction o

3

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,

0

"m", is us ed as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.
c.

TIMING - Normal operation time is 68 micro-

seconds; repeat

p

48 microsecondso
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Operation
Code

Instructior&
LOGICAL PRODUCT

50

Mnemonic
Code

(LPR)

Symbolic
Description

L{Q)(Y)

~A

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the logical product of
the content of the' storage location, specified by the
low-order 15 bits of this instru~tion as modified by B,
and the content of the Q-register o
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The a-register
remains unchanged. Logical product means bit-by-bit
multiplication without carryo (1 x 1 = Ip 0 x 1 = 0,
1 x 0 0, 0 x 0
0)

=

=

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

z.

The B-designator, '!btl, is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c.
TIMING - 'Normal operation time is 44 microseconds; repeat, 24 microsecondso
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Operation
Code

Instruction

ADD LOGICAL PRODUCT

51

Mnemonic
Code

(ALP)

Symbolic
De scription

(A).1

+ L(Y)(Q)

--+--A f

a~
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Add to the
content of the Accumulator the Logical Product of the
content of the storage locationjr specified by the low-order
15 bits of this instruction as modified by B I and the content of the Q -register
0

h.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The a-register
remains unchanged.
I..

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2..

The B-designator, ''b"~ is available
for us e with this instruction.

3

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mtt, is used as a word-portion
designator with ,this instruction.

0

TIMING - Normal operation tinle· is 44- rnicroseconds; repeat, 24 microsecondso
Ce

a4
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Operation
Code

52

SELECTIVE
COMPLEMENT

Mnemonic
Code

(seo)

Symbolic
Description

If(Y)n = 1,
complement {A}n
or AI e(Y)-)AF

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Complement
bits of the Accumulator corresponding to the l's in the
storage location,;' specified by the low-order 15 bits
of this instruction as modified by B. This accomplishes the
"vector-add" or "add-without carry" function between (A) and
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, "b", is available
for use with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mil, is used as a word-portion
designator
0

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds; repeat, 20 microseconds.

(Y).
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Operation
Code

Instruction
SUBSTITUTE BITS

53

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Des cr iption

(SBT)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace bits
of the Accumulator with bits of the storage location,
specified by the low-order 15 bits of this instruction
as modified by B, corresponding to the 1 f S in the
Q -register.
b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - Bits of the Accumulator are replaced with bits from the storage location
where O-register contains a 1 in the relative position.
(This instruction may vary from the normal idea of
substitute bits.) The Q-register is unchanged during
this instruction.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, "b", is used
with this instructiono

3"

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"rn", is used as a word-portion
designator"

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 44 microseconds; repeat, 24 m.icrosecondso

4. If the contents of

Q and of the
storage location specified are
the same, this instruction places
the boolean sum (logical "orIT) of
A and Q into A.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
REPLACE LOGICAL

Mnemonic
Code

54

(RLP)

PRODUCT

Symbolic
Description
L(Q)(Y)~A,

then (A) ...... Y

a. 'INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the Accumulator with the logical product of the
storage location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of
this instruction, and the content of the a-register; then
'replace the content of the speciffed storage location with
the final content of the Accumulator
0

b.SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Q-register is

unchanged during the instruction.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

z.

The B -designator, t'bu , is used
wi th this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
" m ", is used as a word-portion
designator o

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds;repeat p 40 microseconds.
'
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Operation
Code

Instruction

REPLACE ADD
LOGICAL PRODUCT

Mnemonic
Code
(RAL)

Symbolic
Description

(A)i

+ L(Y)(Q)

-~~
.. A fp
then (A)f"""'Y

ae
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION -Add to the content of the Accumulator the logical product of the content
of the storage location, specified by the l,?w-order 15 bits
. of this instruction as modified by B, and the cont~nt of
the Q-register; then replace the content of the specified
storage location with the final content of the Accumulator

I)

be
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Q-register remains
unchanged during this instructione

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator p "b", is used
with this instruction.

3e

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER o
tlmU, is used as a word-portion

designator ..
c..
TIMING - Normal operation time is 64 microsecpnds:;: repeat, 44 microseconds ..
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Operation
Code

Instruction

56

REPLACE SELECTIVE
COMPLEMENT

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description
If (Y}n = 1,
.
complement (A)n;
then An~Yn

(Rse)

or AI IiJ (Y) --+AF and Y
a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Complement bits
.of the Accumulator corresponding to the l's in the storage
location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of this bistruc. tion as modified by B, then replace the content of the
specified storage location with the final content of the
Accumulator o
be

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator. ''blt p is used
with this instruction e

3

0

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
is used as a word-portion
de signa tor

"m,".

0

CO
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microsecondso
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Operation
Code

Instruction

REPLACE SUBSTITUTE

57

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(RSB)

BITS

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace bits
of the Accumulator with bits of the storage location p
specified by the low-order IS bits of this instruction as
modified by B. corresponding to the l's in the O-register;
then replace the content of the specified storage location
with the content of the Accumulator.

b

i

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Q-register re-

mains unchanged during the instruction.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

z.

The B-designator, ''bIt, is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is us ed as a word-portion
designator a

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

MULTIPL Y STEP

60

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(MUL)

(Q)(Y}-+-Q

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - The multiplicand
is in the storage location specified by the low-order 15 bits
of the MUL instructiono If the content of Q O equals 1 (odd}p
the content of the specified storage location is added to the
content of the Accumulator
If the content of Q O equals 0
(even), then the Accumulator remains unchanged. In either
of these cases, A and Q are shifted right one bit position
as one open-ended register
0

0

This instruction is only a phase of true multiplication and therefore is called mUltiply stepo To complete
a multiplication one must program as follows:

10

Clear Accumulator
(Multiplya·dd
occurs if a number other than zero
is in Ao )

2.

Place the number representing the
multiplier in the a-register

0

0

30

Execute the mul tipl y step 24 time so
(Note: If the multiplier is known
in advance 9 to save machine time
the multiply step may be repeated
as many times as there are significant bits in the multiplier
0

)

bo SPECIAL FUNCTIONS ... If the multiply step is
repeated 24 times, the ansv/er will be found in the Q-register
with the high-order bits extended in the A-register.
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This instruction is valid only -for positive guantities.

1.

The REPEAT feature is used
as noted on the preceding page.

2.

The B-designator, "b't, is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER.
"m", is used as a word-portion
de signa tor "

c.
TIMING - Operation time varies according to the
problem, depending upon tJiet following conditions:
~.

If 00

= 0,
= 1,

the operation time is 28 microseconds;
repeat, /8 microseconds.
the operation time is 52 microseconds;
32 microseconds.

repeat~
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MULTIPLY STEP
EXAMPLE 1 (If the multiplier is unknowno)
Accumulator

O-Register
Before

~

________________________

~

The value of R
__________________

PROBLEM: R times S equals P

I MUL

~executed

If 00=.1, add Y to Ai
then shift AQ right 1 bit
positiono
If QO=O, no change in Ai
then shift AQ right 1 bit
positiono (This applies
to each of the 24 steps.)

Multiplier: R
Multiplicand: 5

Program Format
Ad~ro

M'oLo

OPo

B

0010
0011
0012

ENA

a 0

LDO

0

0

RPT

0

o·

0000
0020
0030

0013

MUL

a

0

0021

M

Clear A
(0)
R
Since the multiplier
is unknowno step the
MUL instruction 24 ti meso
Answer will be in ''Qtt.
Q-Register

I

the value of P

QZ3' Qzzo
0020
0021

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0

0

OOOOOOOOQOOOO

R
S

-

0

0

I

etco QAt Q O

(Multiplier)
(Mul tiplicand)

0

After the
last step
of MUL is
executed
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MULTIPLY STEP
EXAMPLE 2 (If the multiplier is known.)

Id

Accumulator
0 9 • • zeros.
0

Q -Register

••

0 0 01

a o~ ..

zeros ,,00 0 I 0 11

A zl , AZi.' • • • etc" • • A!J AO Q Z3 ! Qzz, • • • etc.

5

Multiplicand:

0

Q1, Q O

•

If Q O=1, (A) + (Y) ...... A,
then shift AQ right Olle
bit position.

PROBLEM: 5 times 4
Multiplier:

Before MUL
is executed

.
Q-Reg~ster
After
{ 1 0 (0 Oo .. zeros •• 0 1"'0 MUL
A 1,AOQZ3,QZZ' • etc •• C4,Qo STEP 1

4

I'

Program Format
M'.L

OPt

If QO=O p no change in. Aj
then shift AQ right one
bit position.

B M Addr.

10
11

ENA
LDO

0
0

12

RPT

0

0 0000
0 0020

Clear A
Multiplier
Q

13
14

MUL
LSH

Q -Register

'-- 0 110

0 0003 Step the
MUL instruction
3 timeso
0 0 0021
0 0 0003 Long shift
left 3 bit

AO

After
zeros ... 00 1 t MUL
• etcoo " ... 01 ,Q
O Step Z

0 '.

0

0230

If Q O=1, (A) + (Y)A,
then shift AQ right one '
bit position.
Q ~Register

position~ .} lOt 1 0
to put AN'AO QZlo
SWER in Ao
0 0 0005 (Multiplier)
0 0 0004 (Mul tiplicand)

0

20
21

00
00

(AQ) is as follows :
(Answer is in
the Accumulator

0

)

'i

•

0

After
ozeros" ,,0 0 0.1 MUL
etc.
"QlpQO STEP 3

•

0"

After LSH is executed.
Accumulator
Q-Register
-----,
Ooozerosoooooo 0 101000 Ooozeros.oO 0'0
AZ10 etc. A4~ A3B A 29 Ai p AO 0 23
exeo 001 QO
0

0

0

0

0

j
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Operation
Code

Instruction

Mnemonic
Code

61

DIVIDE STEP

(DIV)

Symbolic
Description
Quotient~Q

Remainder ----+-A

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - The divisor is in
the storage location specified by the low-order 15 bits of
the DIV instructiono Shift A and Q (as one open-ended 48
bit register) to the left by one bit positiono Then subtract
the content of the specified storage location from the content of the Accumulator
0

=

If the content of the Accumulator is positive (Az3
0),
then replace the content of the lower bit of the
Q-register (QO) with a oneo
If the content of the Accumulator is negative (Al3 = 1),
then replace the content of the lower bit of the
Q-register (00) with a zero, and add the content
of the specified storage location to the content of
the Accumulator
0

I

This instruction is only a phase of true division
and therefore is called division stepo To complete a division, program as follows:

10

Clear the Accumulator

20

Place the number representing the
dividend in the a-registero

30

Repeat the divide step 24 time S 0

0

To divide a 48-bit number by a 24-bit number
program as

follow~:

1.

Place the high-order bits of the dividend
in the accumula.tor. NOTE- the divisor
must be greater than the contents of the
accumulator or an erroneous result will be
obtained.
'

III -

2.

Place the low-order bits of the
dividend in the Q register. Q 23
may contain a one in this case.

3.

Repeat the divide step 24 times.

b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS .. The quotient will .·be
found in the Q-register with the remainder being located
in the Accumulator. This instruction is valid only for
positive quantities.
1.

The REPEAT feature is used a.s
noted on the following page.

66a
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2.

The B-designator,' "b", is used
with this ins truction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER.
"m", is used as a word-portion
designator.

c.
THvIING .. Norrnal operation time is 64 microseconds;
repeat, 44111icroseconds.
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DIVIDE STEP
EXAMPLE 1 (If the dividend is unknown.)

PROBLEM: S
R=Q

Shift (AQ) left one bit
position, then (A) - (Y)
~Af; if AZ3 = Ip add
(Y) to (A), put a zero
in the low-order bit of
Q; if Aas = OJ put a 1
in the low-order bit of

Program Format
B M Addr.

M'~JlJ~

OPe

0010
0011

ENA 0

0

LDQ

0

0

0000
0020

0012

RPT 0

0

0030

0

OOZl

o.Oltr; DIV

0

0020 ••••••••••
00,21 ••••••••••••
0

••

0

S
R

QG

Clear A
Dividend Q
Since the
dividend is
unknown,
step the DIV
24 times.

(The above applies to
each Of the 24 steps.)

(Dividend)
(Divisor)

(Answer is in

(AQ) is as follows:
Accumulator
'remainder
A 23 •
etc.
0

Before DIV
executed

a-Register
the value of S

Accumulator
zeros.

•

0

0

•

0

0

~he

Q-register,,)

Q-Register

Iquoti~e-n-t~---·-;l
0

••

AO Q 23

0

•

0

0

"

0

e-

~ tc.

0

•

"

\l

..

Q0
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DIVIDE STEP
EXAMPLE Z (U t¥ dividend is known.)
Accumulator
all zeros
. A Z3 •
etc
AO
0

PROBLEM:

0

•

1. _

0

0

•

0

0

Q-Re ister
After
I I I 00 •• zeros ••• 0 0 LSH
QZ300
etc o
o. Q~,
executed
0

0

•

0

.0 ••• 0

?

3 - w

Pr...ogram Format
MI.l[j~

OP.

0010
0011

ENQ
LDA

001Z

LSH

0013

RPT

B M Addr.
0 0 0000 . Clear Q
0 0 0020 DiviQ-Register
dend A
o. all. 0 •• ze'';''r~o--s0-'-0-0---'-"1-11
,
0 0 0055 DiviAO Q23 oo ..etc
000
dend Q
(After DIV step Z)
A is
cleared
Q-Register
0 0 0003 Since the ~oooO 1(0 O,~ozeroso.O 101
dividend
A!e AO O 2' .0 0<> et~ e • • Ql. 0 0
is know~
(After DIV step 3)
to be 3

-i:

0

0

0014

DIV

0

0

002.1

0020
0021

00
00

0
0

0
0

0007
0003

0 0

0

•

0

•

significant bits p
step the
DIV 3 times
(divisor
,in Y)
(dividend)

(divisor)

(AQ) is as follows:
Accumulator

Q-Register

00 oozerosaod 0 1100 aozeros •• 010
Az,lo a " a etco a
A,~ OZl" •• etcoo
01' aO
0

0

0

•

(remainder in A)

0

0

0

(quotient in Q)

I
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Operation Mnemonic
Code
Code

Instruction

Symbolic
Description

-----

SELECTIVE CLEAR

62

(SCL)

(A)i @L(A)(Y)
or

-- Af

If {Y)n : 1, clear An

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Clear bits of the
Accumulator corresponding to the l' s in the content of the
storage location specified by the low-order 15 bits of this
ins tructi()~ ..
b..

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
"l"

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction"

Z"

The B-designator D ''bIt, is used
with this instruction"

3"

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m"o is used as a word-portion
designator"

c"
TIMING - Normal operation time is 40 microseconds; repeato 20 microseconds ..

In - 11

Operation
Code

Instruction

64

EQUAL SKIP

Mnemonic
Code

(ESK)

Symbolic
Description

If (A) = (Y).
then SKIP

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Compare the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the storage
location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of this instruction; if equal, skip the next sequential instruction; if
unequal, go to the next sequential instruction.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Accumulator is
unchanged.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction until
the skip condition is present.

z.

The B-designator o t'blf~ is used
with this instructiono

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
ttm"o is' used as a word portion
designator with this instruction.

c. TIMING - Normal operation tim.e is 64· microseconds; repeat, 44 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
UNEQUAL SKIP

65

Mnemonic
Code
(USK)

Symbolic
Description

If (A) 1 (Y).
then SKIP

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Compare the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the storage location, specified by the low-order 15 bits of, this
instruction; if unequal. skip the next sequential instruction; if e,qual, go to the next sequential instruction.
b. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - The Accumulator is
unchanged.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction until
the skip condition is present.

2.

The B-designator 0 tlb", is used
with this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIERl
"m", is' used as a word-portion
designator with this instruction.

c.
TIMING - Normal operation time is 64-mic:roseconds; repeat, 44 microseconds.
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Operation
Instruction

Code

66

GREATER SKIP

Mnemonic
Code.

(GSK)

Symbolic
Description
If (A) ~. (Y) I
thenSKlP

. a •. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Compare the
content 'Of the Acoumulator with the storage location as
specified by the low-order 15 bits of this instruction.
If the content of the Aocumulator is greater than or equal
to the content of the specified storage location,skip the
·~·next~·eequential instruction.
If' the content of the Accumulator
is less than the content of the specified storage location,
go on to the next instruction.
bo
SPECIA~ FUNCTIONS - The AcculTlulator is
}
unchanged.
.
I

1"

The{REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction until
the ~kip condition is present"

2.

The B-designator e Q'bH o is used
with "this instruction"

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODXFIER,
is used as a word-portion
designator with this instructiono
QQ

f9 I l l D

CO
TIMING ="Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microseconds o
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Operation
Code

Instruction

67

LESS SKIP

Mnemonic
Code
(LSK)

Symbolic
Description

-<

If (A)
(Y),
then SKIP

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Compare the
content of the Accumulator with the content of the storage location as specified by the low-order 15 bits of
this instructione If the content of the Accumulator is
les s than the content of the specified storage location,
skip the next sequential instructione If the content of
the Accumu~ator is greater than or equal to the content
of the specified storage location!) go to the next instruction.
ba SPECIAL
unclangeda

~UNCTIONS

- The Accumulator is

1e

The REPE_AT feature is available
for use with this instruction until
th~ skip condition is presento

20

Th~ B'-designator ''bit" is used
with, this instructiono

3

0

g

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
is used as a word~portion
designator with this instructiono

ttInu~

c.
TIMING ~ Normal operation time is 60 microseconds; repeat, 40 microsecondsa
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Operation
Code

Instruction
EXTERNAL FUNCTION

70

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(EXF)

a. INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Replace the
content of the External Function Register (F) with the
low-order 15 bits of this instruction as modified by B
and initiate the next external function.
b.SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - This instruction provides a 15- bit signal to the External Function Register.
The circuits of the external devices interpret the content
of the register as one of the External Function Commands.
10

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction ..

2e

The B-designator p ''b''g is used
with this instructiono

3

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mft, ha.s no meaning in this instruc ..

0

tiono
TIMING - Normal operation time is 36 microseconds; repeat, 16 microseconds.
CO

d..
NOTE - If the external function code given is not
a legititnate code ~ the computer will "hang up" on the next
external function instrucHono
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Operation
Code

Instruction

71

INPUT

Mnemonic
Code
(INP)

Symbolic
Description

If m=l, Z, 3,5,6
or 7: I~Y
If m=O or 4:
I-+-Q,

then

Q~Y.

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION -ReplCi:ce the
content of the storage location p specified by the low-order
15 bits of this instruction, with the content of data now
being read int(f the:ceQ;IJlP~te.r"

If m =0, clear Q ~=shift

content of a-register circularly to
the left by 6 hit positions; then replace the

low-order 6 bits of the Q-register with the
low-order 6 bits of the content of the
I-register" Repeat this sequence wtWjtimes'
then replace the content of the specified
storage location with the final content of the
Q-register.

If m

=1

p

2, 3, 5,,6 9 or 7 p replace the low-order 7 bits
of the specified third of the storage location
wi th the content of the 7 - bit Input ,Register.

If m = 4, clear Q'--shift the content of the Q=register circularly
to the left by 6 bit positions 0 then replace
the low~order 6 bits of the Q-register with
the low=order 6 bits of the Input Register.
Repeat this .sequence ·four;-~times 9 then replace the low=order 15 bits of the specified
storage location with the low ... order 15 bits
of the Q-registere

be SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - When m=4 the highorder bits of the assembled Q~register (Q15 thru QZ3) are
not stored in the storage locationo
The a-register is
always used as a buffer assembly storage for input when
m=O or 4.
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This instruction cannot be executed 011 COn1nla1'ld
Step because an Input Fault will ,occur after the first step.
1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, II btl , is used
wi th this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
" m ", is used as explained on the
preceding page.

c.
TIMING - Operation time when m/O or ~t is 52 n1.icroseconds; repeat, 32 microseconds. When rn=U or 4 the operation time is, 120 microseconds; repeat, 100 rr;icro,seconds.
These are rrlinirnum times. Actual timin:~ depends
the
s peed of the input device.

on

4. If an external disconnect, such as
an end-of-record condition on
magnetic tape, occurs while
characters are stored in the Q-register,
the content of the specified storage
location ienot replaced wi~h the final
content of the Q-register.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

72

OUTPUT

Mnemonic
Code
(OUT)

Symbolic. '
Description
If m= 1 • 2, 3, 5. 6 •
or 7: y~O
If m7=Oor 4:
Y~Q, then Q~O

a"
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Write the
content of the storage location specified by the low-order
15 bits of this instruction, with the selected external
equipment.
If rn

= 0,

If m

= I, 2, 3, 5

If m

= 4,

replace the content of the a-register with
the content of the specified storage location;
circularly ... shift a-register to the left by 6 bit positions,
then replace the content of the output register
with the low-order 6 bits of the Q-register;
initiate output (repeat the second step four
times).
t 6, or 7 II replace the content of the Output register with the low-order 7 bits of the
specified 8 bit section of the storage location
and initiate output_

assemble the low-order 15 bits of the specified storage location in the O-register and
proceed similarly to m=Oo

be
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS ~ Q-register is used as a
buffer storage for output when m.O or 4. This instruction
cannot be used under command step because an output faul.t
will occur after the first step_

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
for use with this instruction.

2.

The B-designator, ''bIt, is used
with this instructiono
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3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"mil, is us ed as a word-portion
designator.

c.
TIMING - Operation thne, ifmlO or 4 is 40 rnicroseconds; repeat, 20 microseconds.
If m= 0 or 4, operation
tin)e is 116 microseconds; repeat, 96 ITlicroseconc1s. These
ar e n1ininlum HInes. Actual timing depends on the s peed of
the output device.

4. To avoid

loss of one or more characters
of output, it is necessary to have a
sense Jump loop to. cause a sufficient
time delay BETWEEN:
&

(1) output at slow speed (FLEXOWRITER)
and output at high speed (MAGNETIC TAPE).
or BETWEEN:

(2) output on the FLEXOWRITER and
selection of the FLEXOWRITER to~
input.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

73

TRACE JUMP

MneInonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(TRJ)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - Trace jump control is a bit register within the main control of the computer.
If trace jump control is on, the next jump instruction which
would cause a change in the normal sequence will becolne a
return jump to zero and will turn off trace jump control.
Trace jump control is turned on once when the set
trace jump switch is turned on" Thereafter; it is turned on
by the Trace Jump instruction if the trace jump switch is on.
In addition to tur ning on trace jump control J this
instruction performs a jump operation depending on the value
of "m",
If m

= 0,

If m

= 4,5,6,

I, 2 or 3, do a normal jump. If Set Trace Jump
switch is on, turn on trace jump control.
f

or 7 p do a return jump" If Set Trace Jump
switch is on, turn on trace jump control.

bo
SPECIAL FUNC TIONS - This is the only instruction
that allows the compute r to monitor all jumps. The monitor ...
ing routine starts at storage location one" If trace jump
control is on, the fir st jump in the main program which
would cause a change of normal instruction sequence will
be a return JUInp to zero"
This jump to zero stores the
address of the next sequential instruction at storage location zero and transfers control to the Inonitoring routine
which starts at location one •

. The~- moniteringroutine retar-ns·eontrol to the-_ mainprogram by constructing the correct address fo-r a trace
jurnp instruction o This instruction is executed, trace jump
control is turned on t and the main program continues as if
it had not been interruptedo
1"

The REPEAT feature is not available
for use with this instruction ..
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2.

3.

The B -designator, lib", is used
with this instruction.
The INSTRUCTION

MODIFIER~

''In'', is used as a jump designator.
IJ.,

Trace mode exists when set trace
jump switch. on the control panel.
is manually selected.

c~
TIMING - If m
40 microseconds
If m
0

e.lready

on~opera.~j.on

=Q, 1,2,

= 4,5,6,

or 3, operation time is
or '7, or if the TJC is

time is 56 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction

74

SENSE JUMP

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic
Description

(SNJ)

a.
INSTRUCTION DESC.RIPTION - The Sense Jump
instruction has eight options
Two options depend upon "mtl
and the condition specified by a previous External Function.
Six options depend upon value of "mle and the present status
of the input register 0 output register J or external function
register
0

tI.

If m

= 0 and if the condition specified by a previous
External Function Instruction exists t do a
normal jump; if not9 go to the nex:t sequential
instruction"

If rn :: land 1£ the Input Register has been loaded and
it has not been read outli do a normal jump; if natp go to the next sequential
instructiono
If m

=2

and if the Output Register is cleared (available for output)o do a norma.! jump; If not,
go to the next sequential instructiono

If m = 3 and if the External Function Register is
a~ilableD do a normal jump; if noto go to
the next sequential instruction o
If m :;: 4 and if the condition specified by a previous
e,:xternal function exists g do a return jump;
if not p go on with the next sequential
instr.uctiono
If m ::; 5 and if the Input Register ha.s been loaded and
,
/'
has not been read onto do a return
jump; if not p go to the next sequential instructione
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If rn

= 6 and

if the Output Register is clear (available
for output), do a return jump; if not, go to
the next sequential instruction.

If m = 7 and if the External Function Register is
available, do a return jump; if not, go to the
next sequential instruction.
b.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - There are no register
changes during this instruction. If the trace jump control
is on, a return jump to zero sequence will replace
either the normal jUITlP or return ju:mp sequence.
1.

The RE PEAT feature is available
with this instruction, being terminated when the jump condition
exists.

2.

The B -de signator, "b" t is us ed
wi th this instruction.

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m" ~ is used to designate the jump
conditions.

c.
TIMING - Operation time for NO JUMP is
40 :microseconds; when :m=0, Ip 2,3, and no trace ju:mp,
40 microseconds; when m=4, 5,6,7, and trace jump,
56 microseconds.
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Instruction

SELECTIVE JUMP

Operation
Code

Mnemonic
Code

75

(SLJ)

Symbolic
Description

a.
INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION - This instruction
has eight options depending upon the value of "m" and the
present status of the three jump switches on the console.
If any of the jump conditions listed below do not occur f
continue with the present sequence. If the trace jump
control is on, a return jump to zero sequence will replace
either the normal jump or return jump sequence.
If m = 0, do a normal jump.

If rn = 1 and jump switch 1 is on, do a normal jump.
If

nl.

= 2 and jump switch 2 is on, do a normal jump •.

Hm= 3 and jump s wi tch 3 is on, do a normal jum.p.
lim= 4, do a return jump_
If m = 5 and jump switch 1 is on, do a return jump.
If m

=6

and jump switch 2 is on, do a return jump.

If m = 7 and jump switch 3 is on, do a return jump

0

h.
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - When rrl=O or 4, the jump
switches are not effective. On all other options the switch
IY1USt be on to produce the jumpo
If the s witch is not on,
the prograni will continue in the present sequence.
1.

The REPEAT sequence is available
for use with this instruction but is
terminated if a junip condition exists.

2.

The B-designator, "b", !nay be used
with thi sins truc tion.
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3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER~
m t1, is used to designate the
jump conditions

t1

0

c. TIMING - Operation time for NO JUMP is 40
microseconds; repeat, 20· microseconds. Operation
time for JUMP is 40 microseconds; for a return jump
or trace jump the time is increased to S6 microseconds.
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Operation
Code

Instruction
SELECTIVE STOP

76

Mnemonic
Code

Symbolic

Description

~SLS)

a o INSTRUCTION DESCRIPTION- .. This instruction has eight options depending upon the value of "mit and
the present status of the three stop switches on the console.
If m = 0 p do a normal jump; then stop computation and
indicate a stopo
If m

:=:

1 D do a normal jump: then if optional stop switch
1 is ono stOlp computation and indicate a stop"
If switch is off" do nOJrmal jumpo

If m :;; 2D dOl normal jumpf then if optional stop switch
2 is onn stOlP cOlnputatioxn and indicate a stop.
H switch 2 is ofio do> TliQ.lrmal jumpo
If m ::; 3 D dOl normal jumpr then if optional stop switch
3 is on D stop computatl1.on a.nd indicate a stopo
If switch 3 is offo do nf,2Jrmal jumpo
If m

= 49

de return jumpr then stop computation and
indicate a stopo

If m ~ 50 do return jumpt then if optiof'llal stop switch
! is 01O' D stOlP COimputat],oTh and indicate a stopo
If switch 1 is c)ff o dOl return. jumpo
If

In

~ 6 D do return jumpr then if option.al stop switch
2 is 01110 stop computatilQln and iIndicate a stopo
If switch 2 is offD do retu.rn jumpo

If m :;: 7 D do return jump~~ then if opU«:»nal stop switch
3 is off D do return jumpo

b
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS - StOlP switches are located
on the console switch pa.l'ilel ~l.nd are manually operatedo
When nl=O or 4 the stop s',vitches are not effectiveo
On.
all other opHons the s.vvitc:h must be en to produce a stope
o
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If switch is not on t the computer will perform a normt:il
or return jump but will not produce a stop. If the trace
jUIT1P control is on, a return jump to zero sequence will
replace either the normal jump or return jump sequence.

c.
for m=O,
the time
time for
the time

1.

The REPEAT feature is available
but is terminated whenever a jump
occur s.

2.

The B-designator ~ Ilb" 1 is used
with this instruction,

3.

The INSTRUCTION MODIFIER,
"m", is used to designate the stop
conditions, (See preceding page.)

TIMING - If stop switch is not set g oper a tion time
1 J 2, and 3 is 36 microseconds; for m=4, 5 p 6, or 7
is 52 microseconds.
If Stop switch is set, the
m= 1,2, 3 is 29 microseconds; for m=4, 5 6, or T
is 41 microseconds.
g

d.
NOTE - The term lido a nOFmal jump" means s~t
P to obtain next instruction :from Y. At the stop (if any) the
Selective Stop instruction will be in U and the jump address
will be in Po
The term "do a return jump" means store the
return address at the specified location. Set P to obtain
the next instruction at the specified location plus one.
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BOGART
PROGRAMMERS MA,NUAL

SECTION IV

EXTERNAL FUNCTION CODES
External function codes, originated by external function
instructions t control the peripheral equipment of BOGART
When
an external function instruction is interpreted in the main control,
the low-order 15 bits of the instruction is sent to the external function register where it becomes the external function code"
0

The external function register transmits an external function
signal to all peripheral equipmentso The coded direction, as listed
below, is accepted by the control unit of the equipment for which it
is intendedo
Upon acceptance, the' control unit returns a function
resum.e signal which allows the com.puter to transmit or process
more information4 If an unlisted external function code is programmed, it will not be accepted, a function re sume signal will not l?e
returned, and the computer will stopo,.
While the external function code is being transmitted to the
external equipment, the external function register is locked out
from the computer
If a subsequent external function instruction
is programmed while the register- is locked out» the execution of
that instruction will be delayed until the lock=out condition is removed. Some functions remain locked out until an input or output
instruction is executed. Thus 9 if an external function is attempted
during lockout and before the input or output instruction is performed, the computer will lihang upQ" The lock=out time of each
external function is presented in the description of external function
codes.
0

A.

List of EXTERNAL FUNCTION CODES
OXXXX

EXTERNAL CONTROL

OlXXX

External relay control

01101
01102

Energize relay one
Energize relay two
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01103
01201
01202
01203

02XXX
02100
02200

03XXX

03101
03102
03104
03107
{)3201
03202
03204
03207
04XXX

Energiz'e relay three
Release relay one
R~lease relay two
Release relay three
Flexowriter control

Start n1.otor
Stop motor
Paper tape control
Start Ferranti motor
Start Teletype reader motor
Start Teletype puncn,motor-'
Start all motors
Stop Ferranti motor
Stop Teletype reader motor
Stop Teletype punch motor
Stop all motor s

Converter control

04000
04001
04002
04003
04004

Turn off I/O indicator of last selected unit
Write tape mark on last selected tape
Rewind last selected tape
'Ttfrn on I/O indicator of last selected unit
Backspace last selected tape

04100

Select card reader

04200
04201
04202
04203
04204
04205
04206
04207
04210
04211

Select
Select
Select
Sele<;t
Select
Select
Select
Select
Select
Select

04300
04400

Select card punch For control only
For control only
Select printer

tape
ta.pe
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape

-unit
unit
unit
u.nit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For
For

control
control
control
control
control
control
control
control
control
control

o~y

only
only
only
only
only
only
only
only
only
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lXXXX

INPUT SELECTION

lZXXX

Flexowriter input

12000
13XXX

13001
13002
14XXX
14100

14200
14201
14202

14203
14204
14205

14206
14207
14210

14211
14240
14241
14242
14243
14244

14245
14246
14247

14250
14251

Sleet Flexowriter input
Paper tape input
Select Ferranti reader input
Select Teletype reader input
Converter input
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read
Read

cards
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit
tape unit

0 (coded)
1 (coded)
2 (coded)
3 (coded)
4 (coded)
5 (coded)
6 (coded)
7 (coded)
8 (coded)
9 (coded)
0 (binary)
1 (binary)
2 (binary)
3 (binary)
4 (binary)
5 (binary)
6 (binar y)
7 (binary)
8 (binary)
9 (binary)

2XXXX

OUTPUT SELECTION

22XXX

Flexowriter output

22000
23XXX
23000

Select Flexowriter output
Paper tape output
Select Teletype punch output

tv .. 4

24XXX

, Converter output

24200
24201
24202
24203
24204
24205
24206
24207
24210
24211
2424.0
24241
24242
24243
24244
24245
24246
24247
24250
24251

Write
'Write
\Vr ite
\\Trite
Write
\Vrite
Write
Wr ite
Write
Vvrite
Write
vVrite
Write
\Vrite
Write
vVrite
\\Trite
'A'rite
Write
Write

24300

Punch cards

24400

Pr int on tabula tor

tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape
tape

unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit
unit

0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(coded)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)
(binary)

3XXXX

EXTERNAL FAULT

4XXXX

SENSE SELECTION

41XXX

Relay control

41001
41002
41003

Sense relay one
Sence relay two
Sense relay three

41011
41012
41013

Sense switch one
Sense switch two
Sense switch three
Pa per ta pe control

43001
43002

Sense no~tape in Ferranti reader
Sense no"'tape in Teletype reader
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44XXX
44000
44001
44002
44003
44004

B.

Converter control
Sense
Sense
Sense
Sense
Sense

any of the following
Rd/Vvr check
I/O indicator
short transfer
long transfer

5XXXX

EXTERNAL FAULT

6xxxx

EXTERNAL FAULT

7XXXX

EX TJ~RNAL FAULT

Description of EXTERNAL,E'iTJ,NCT,LG>N: CODES

oxxxx

EXTj~RNAL

CONTROL

on

These external functions transmit power signals and turn
and
off certain devices.
The motor s on all external equipments may be
. turned on Sin-lultaneollsly but only one input and one output may be
operated at the same tin1e.
OlXXX

EXTERNAL RELAY CONTROL

The three relays included in BOGART allow for expansion of the
external control system. ' The computer may energize or release
these relays separately or collectively~ The relay contacts available
at a connector on BOGART, may be plugged to' perform desired
functions.

01101
01102
01103

8nergize relay one
Energize rela y two
.Snergize relay three

En'2rgize the specified relay to make contact..
This condition
remains until a release-relay external function is given.
The F-register is loc~·;:ed out for 30 microseconds.

01201
01202
0]203

Release l'clay one
.;.{elease relay t\.vo
Release relay three
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Deenergize the specified relayo If the specified-relay is not
energized, the function is ignoredo
The F-register- is locked out for 30 microseconds.
02XXX
,02100

FLEXOWRITER CONTROL
Start Flexowriter motor

"Turn on the Flexowriter motor ~
The F ~regisier is locked out for 30 microseconds.
02200

Stop Flexowriter motor

Turn off the Flexowriter motor ~
The F-register is locked out for 30 microseconds.
03XXX

03101
03102
03103

PAPER TAPE CONTROL
Start Ferranti motor
Start Teletype reader motor
Start Teletype punch motor

Turn on the motor of the specified paper -tape equipment.
The F-register is locked out for 30 microseconds.
04XXX

CONVERTER CONTROL

The converter control functions enable BOGART to generate
the required control signals which specify the operation of the IBM
equipment.

A unit 90nnected to the converter is selected for
control whenever it is input from} output to, as well
as when one of the external function codes below is given.
A unit once selected remains selected for controlunt11
another unit connected to the converter is selected for
input, for output, or for control.

Turn off the

r/o

indicator of the last selected IBM unit which
Only one IBM unit may
be conn~cted to the coriverterfor control -purposes-at any time.
The F-register is locked out for 80 microseconds.

_wa$ __ chosen_by _the select external function.
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04001

Write tape mark on last selected ta.pe

This function records an end-of-file mark on the last selected
tape unit. If card punch, card reader, or printer has been selected
since the last tape unit was selected, no EXF resume sign&l occurs.
The computer will hang up when the next external function instruction
is given.
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The F-register is locked out until the end-of .. file mark has been
written (50 milliseconds).

04002

Rewind last selected tape

Rewind to the starting point and prepare for reading or writing.
If card reader', punch9 or printer have been selected since the
last tape device was selected, no EXF resume signal occurs o The
computer will hang up when the next external function instruction is
given~

The F ... register is locked out for 80 microseconds, if the tape
is already re~ound.Otherwise, the F-register is locked out for 40 milliseconds.

04003

Turn on I/O indicator of last selected unit

Turn on the I/O indicator of the unit which is now connected to
converter for control purposes
The F -regist,er is locked out for 80 microseconds
0

3

04004

Backspace last selected tape

Backspace last selected tape one unit record and prepare to
continue operation in original read or write mode$, If card punch,
card reader f or printer has been selected since the last tape unit
was selected. no EXF resume signal occurs. The computer will
hang up when the next external function instruction is given.
The F -register is locked out until the backspace action is com ..
pleted. Estimated lock-out time is 60 + • 067 N milliseconds I
where N = number of characters in the unit record.

04100

Select card reader

Connect the card reader to the converter for control purposes
only. Drop any other selection.
The F -regist<?r is locked out for 40 microseconds.
04200
04201
04211

Select tape unit 0
Select tape unit 1
Select tape unit 9

Connect the tape unit specified to the converter for control
purposes onlye Drop any other selection.
The F ~register is locl-:::ed out for 40 microseconds.
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04300

Select card punch

Connect the card punch to the converter for control purposes
only. Drop any other selection o
The F -register is locked out for 40 microseconds.
04400

Select printer

Connect the printer to the converter for control purposes only.
Drop any other selection"
The F -register is locked out for 40 microseconds.

lXXXX

INPUT SELECTION

An external function of this group indicates that a new input
device is to be connected to the seven-bit input register"
Drop the
previously connected input device from the input register connection.

12XXX

FLEXOWRITER INPUT

This external function permits autom.atic keyboard entry of
information. If the flexowriter tape reader is turned on, information is read, the keyboard is actuated D and an automatic input is
provided. A flexowriter input selection drops the typewriter output
selection as well as other input selections
The Flexowriter will not
0

punch tape when it is being used for input.
12000

Select keyboard input

Connect the Flexowriter to the input register
This. instruction
effects a "pseudo input enable ti v/hi-ch calls for one character of information by turning on the Input light on the Flexowriter.
If the tape
reader has been tnanually sclected p the first valid Flexowriter character is read from tape to the input register.
The F-register is
locked out for 30 microseconds while the Flexowriter selection is
stored by typewriter controlo Note that the input does NOT go
0

through the Flexowriter plug-board.
13XXX

PAPER TAPE INPUT

This external function tra.nsfer s information from paper tape to
internal storage. The paper tape specified by the function is set in
motion by the function code.
The F -register is locked out for 30
microseconds. When the first character is read into the input
register, the tape is halted and the register returns an input re.sume
signal to the tape reader
The next input instruction reads one
0
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character from the input register and ,then the tape moves to suppl y
the other necessary input characters
If only one character is called
for by the input instruction. the tape is not placed in motion.
0

If a t'no tape" condition is detected,
an external disconnect signal is sent to the main controL

13001

Select Ferranti reader input

Connect the Ferranti reader to the input register and read one
character to the input register in anticipation of the following input
instruction.
Drop any other input selection.
The F .. register is locked out for 30 microsec~nds.
13002

Select Teletype input

Connect the Teletype high .. speed reader to the input register.
Read one character to the input register in anticipation of the
following input instruction. Drop any other input selection.
The F .. register is locked out for 30 microseconds"
14XXX

CONVERTER INPUT

Connect a particular IBM input device to the converter and
designate whether the characters read are to be routed via the
substitution plugboard for coded input information or via the transposition plugs for binary ;information
The next input instruction
actuates the selected (connected) input deviceo The low~order six
bits of the characters read by the input device are transmitted to the
input register through the correct plugboardo An even or odd parity
check is made on each character as required by the input device.
If an error is discovered in the horizontal or vertical redundancy
check, the "read-write" (Rd/Wr) error register is set.
6

Because of the high rate of information transfer. a repeated
input instruction must be used for records of more than one word.
The word is one character when "rrlH of the input instruction is 1, 2,
3, 5, 6, or 7, and four character s when limit is 0 or 40

An external function instruction selecting the appropriate unit
for input must be given before ~ input or repeated input instruction
involving n unit connected to the converter. An exception is
cODsecutivr: input (or output) instructions with an m-designn.tor of
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, or 7.
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An external function given between a. converter input
select and its B.ssociated input order will cause the computer
to "hang up".
When the number of characters called for by the repeated
INPUT instruction exceeds the number of characters in the record,
the end-of'-record signal from the input device terminates the repea.t
sequence and/or the input. The long-transfer register is set and
the external function register is released from interlock. If the
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number of characters called for is less than the number in the unit
record. the occurance of another character from the record sets the
short-transfer register ~ The end-of-record signal releases the
external function register from interlock o
When an input or output unit is connected to the converter t the
I/O indicator of that unit is recognized by the sen,'Se jump instruction. The read-write error, long transfer f short transfer, and I/O
indicator may be recognized individually or collectively by the sense
jump instruction"

The read ... write error register is cleared by the next read or
write external function signal to the converter. The ~ong and short
transfer register s are cleared by the next read external function to
the converter.
The I/O indicator is turned ON by an external
function signaL The indicator does not turn OFF when the external
unit is disconnected. It it is turned OFF manually at the external
unit or by an external function signaL
A converter input selection drops any other input selection
from the input register.

All inputs from IBM devices are selected by both an external
function instruction and an input or repeated input instruction for
each unit record read.

14100

Read cards

Connect the IBM 714 card reader to the converter and connect
the converter to the BOGART input register
The rH~xt input instruction reads a unit record from the 714 record storage unit into
the BOGART storageo Without any signals from BOGART, the 714
then reads a card to refill its record storage unito Regardless of
the length of the input cz.lled for DonI y one record is rea.d from the
record storage unit to BOGART storage. Approximately 240 milliseconds are requared to reloa,d the record storage unit and any
subsequent input instruction is delayed until the record storage unit
is refilledu
The F-register is locked out until end of subsequent input
instruction
0

0

The first card is read into storage when the
"start" button on the card reader is pushed
twice.
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14200

14201
14211

Read tape unit 0 (coded)
Read tape unit 1 (coded)
Read tape unit 9 (coded)

Connect the specified tape unit to the converter and connect the
converter to the input registero Prepare the converter to transmit
information to the input register via. the substitution plugboardo The
tape unit is not started until the subsequent input instruction is given ..
Time of the input instruction is 10 milliseconds for the tape to reach
normal speed and 67 microseconds for each character read .
The F .. register is locked out until the end of the record is read.
14240
Read tape unit 0 {binary)
14241
Read tape unit ]. (binar y)
14251
Read tape unit 9 (binary)
Connect the specified tape unit to the converter and oonnect the
converter to the input register. Prepare the converter to transmit
information to the input register via the transposition plugs on the
substitution plugboardo The tape UI1Ua is not started until the subse '"'
quent input instruction is given"
Thne of the input instruction is
10 milliseconds for the tape to reach normal speed and 67 microseconds for each character read.
The F=register is locked out until the end of record is read ..
2XXXX

OUTPUT SELECTION

Connect an output device to the output register and drop the
previously selected output connectiono
22XXX

SELECT TYPE\VRITER OUTPUT

Connect a typewriter to the output register and drop the pre~
viously selected output deviceo When this type of external function
is followed by an output instructiOln g the typewriter prints the
'charaC';ter recorded in the output register as translated by the type ..
writer substitution plugboard. Special characters may be typed or
deleted by plugging unique c0ce cQ)mbinsH~ng
An output resume
signal is generated o>t the end of each typewriter operationo Information typed out may also be recorded in Flexowriter code by the
Flexowriter puncho
0

_2_2~O~O_O___
S~e_l~e~c~t.~t yp e ".. r

it e r pr in te 1" au tpu t

Connect the FlexC':\v:ri~er equipment to the output register
If
the Flexowriter was ccru'ie,eted to the inlput register drop that
o

p
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selection. The next output instruction transmits information from
the output register to the Flexowriter substitution plugboard and.
operates the keys of the Flexowriter
The maximum rate of output
is one character every 102 millisecondso
The F-register is locked out for 30 microseconds.
0

23XXX

SELECT PAPER TA.PE OUTPUT

This type of external function transfer s information from
internal storage to perforated paper tape.
23000

Select Teletype punch output

Connect the Teletype high= speed paper tape punch to the output
register.
The F-register is "locked out for approximately 30 microseconds.
The next output instruction punches information on the paper
tapeo If In of the output instruction is 1, Z, 3, 5 g 6, or 7 < all seven
levels of the tape are perforated according to the pattern of the loworder seven bits of the output register. The computer will hang up
when the next external function instruction is giveno
24XXX

CONVERTER OUTPUT

----------------------~

Connect an IBM output device to the converter and designate
whether the characters to. be written are to be routed via the substi""
tution plugboard for coded output or via the transposition plugs for
binary information. The low=order six bits from the output register
are written.
The next output instruction starts the write sequence
of the selected output unit" The completion of the output instruction
(repeated or single) signals an end=of-recol""d to the output equipment.
For magnetic tape~ an end=o£~record gap is recordedo Refer to IBM
manuals for information on the ca.rd punch and the printer
0

Because of the high rate of information transfer necessary for
the IBM equipment~ and the automatic end=of=record feature of the
output instruction~ records of more tha.n one BOGART word in length
must be transmitted by a repeated outpu.t instruction. The word is
o.ne character when m of the output ins truction is 1 ~ 2 p 3 ~ 5, 6, or 7
and four characters when rn equals 0 or 4. For m ~ 4 p the information recorded consists of nine zeros plus the low-order 15 bits of the
word.
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If the output device recognizes a writing error p the read-write
error register is set,
Each output operation with IBM equipment must consist of an output selection plus an output instruction repeated output instruction
or several consecutive output instructions with an M-field of
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, or 7.
24200
1;V rite tap e unit 0 (c 0 d e d)
24201
V\Trite tape unit 1 (coded)
24211
Wr He tape unit 9 (coded)
Connect the specified tape unit to the converter in write status
and connect the converter to the output register.
Prepare the
converter to accept information from the output register via the
substitution plugboard~ The tape unit is not started in motion until
the subsequent output instruction is given. When the tape reaches
operating speed, it accepts information from the computer. The end
of the output instruction causes an end-of-record gap to be written' on
the tape~ Records may be of any length. Time of the output instruction is 10 lTIilliseconds for the tape to reach normal speed and 67
microseconds for each character written.
The Ii' .. register is lock~d out until the output instruction is
accomplished.
24240
24241
24251

Y\'r ite tape unit 0 (binar y)
\Vrite tape unit 1 (binar
V/ritc tape .unit 9 (binar y)

y)

Connect the specified tape unit to 1lhe converter in write status
and the converter to the output register, Prepare the converter to
accept information from the output register via the transposition
plug for binary outpuL
The tape unit is not started in motion until
the subsequent output instructio:n is 'given-:-- When the tape reaches
operating speed. it accepts information frem the c~)mputer.
The
end of the output instruction causes an end=of=record gap to be
written on the tape. Recot"ds may be of any lengtho Time of the
output instruction is 10 milliseconds for the tape to reach normal
speed and 67 microseconds for each character written.
The F .. register is locked out unt.il the output instruction is
accomplished.
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24300

Punch card

Connect the card punch to the converter and the converter to the
output register.. The converter accepts informa Hon froln the output
register via the substitution plugboardo
The subsequent output
instruction causes a unit record to be stored in the record storage
unit of the card punch.. Then the information is punched in the IBM
card"
The F -register is locked out until the end of the output instruc ..
tiono

24400

P,r in t on tabula tor

Connect the tabulator to the converter and the converter to the
output register. The converter accepts information from the output
register via the substitution plugboardo
The subsequent output
instruction causes a unit record to be stored in the tabulator record
storage unitoThen the tabulator prints the infor:mationo
The F ... register is locked out until the output instruction is '
accomplished.
3XXXX

EXTERNAL FAULT

4XXXX

SENSE SELECTION

An external function of this group indicates that a new external
unit is to be>'conn"e"cted to,:the external sense lineo Thus the function
allows the sense jump instruction to act according to the condition
of any external unit..
A sense selection remains in effect until replaced by a different sense selection
To monitor only one external
condition, one sense selection will suffice for the entire programo
The combination of a sense selection followed by a sense jump
instruction enables the computer to act on the condition of the exter ..
nal equipmente One sense selection suffices for any number of
sense jump instructions if only one condition is being examinede
F .. register locked out for 30 microseconds s
o

4lXXX

SENSE RELAY AND SWITCH CONTROL

These sense selections enable the sense jump to interrogate the
state of anyone of three switches and/or three relayso The computer
controls the relay operations through external control functiortse The
switches may be set by external equipmento
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41001
41002
41003

Sense relay one
Sens e rela y two
Sense relay three

If the specified relay is actuated, perform the jump opera6iion.
Otherwis~ continue with the present sequence of instructions.

41011
41012
41013

I

Sense switch one
Sense switch· two
Sense switch three

If the specified switch is actuated 9 perform the jump operation.
Otherwise, continue with the pr es ent sequence of -ins tructions.
43XXX

SENSE PAPER TAPE CONTROL

These sense selections enable the computer to examine the
paper tape supply in the paper tape readers
o

43001

Sense no=tape in Ferranti reader

If the No",tape switch is UPi indicating that there is no paper tape
in the Ferranti reader, perform the jump operation..
Otherwise,
continue with the present sequence of instructiono

43002

Sense no ... tape in Teletype reader

If the No-tape switch is up, indicating that there is no paper tape
in the Teletype paper tape reader ~ perform the jump operation.
Otherwise g continue with the present sequence of instructions.
44XXX

SENSE CONVERTER CONTROL

These sense selections enable the computer to examine the
converter bit registers and the I/O indicators of the various IBM
input/output equipments.
44000

Sense any condition (converter sense selection only)

If any of the converter control conditions (Rd/Wr check, I/O
indicator short transfer or long transfer) would cause a jump
operation~ perform the operation~
Otherwise, continue with the
present sequence of instructions o
p

p
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This sense selection enables the progr.am, to check if there is
any condition existing in the converter which requires program
attention. Usually thejurop then le.adstQ aeequence _of program
tests to find the conditions which caus ed the jump to occur.
44001

Sense Rd/Wr check

If an error occurred in the last reading or writing operation via
the converter unit as indicated by the Rd /W r check register $ perform the jump operation.
Otherwise, continue with the present
sequence of instructions.
j

44002

Sense of I/O indicator

If the I/O indicator of the particular IBM equipment connected
to the converter is on, perform the jUrrlP operation.
Otherwise,
continue with the present sequence of instructions.

44003

Sense short transfer

If the short transfer register was set by the last input operation,
perform the jump operation.
Otherwise, continue with the present
sequence of instructions.
The short transfer register is set if there are more characters
in the unit record than are called for by the input instruction.

44004.

Sense long transfer

If the long transfer register was set by the last input operation,
perform the jump operation. Otherwise, continue with the present
sequence of instructions.
The long transfer register is set if the.;re are fewer characters
in the unit record than are called for by the input instruction.

v ..

BOGART
PROGRAMMERS MANUAL
SECTION V

OPERATING PROCEDURES
A.·

Control Panel

The BOGAR T control panel, located on the console below the
indicator display and maintenance panel, contains 4 toggle switches,
a low-speed oscillator, 10 lever switches, 12 indicator lights and
a running-time meter,

1.

Toggle Switches

These switches are for maintenance purposes on1 y and
should be in the down position at all times.
2.

Low-Speed Oscillator

This knob controls the clock-pulse rate when the machine
is in low-speed operation
The speed is increased by turning the
knob clockwise.
o

3.

Set Trace Jump

This lever switch sets the trace jutnp circulation bit
represented by TJC on the indicator display paneL This control
may be used to monitor jumps within a given program.
4.

Running-Time Meter

This meter, calibrated in tenths of a second~ records
machine operating time up to 9,999 secondso It may be manually
reset to zero.

5.

Jump Switche s

These three lever switches are locked ON in the up position, momentarily ON in the down position, and OFF in the normal
or middle position. Above each jump switch is an indicator lamp.

1
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When a JUITlP switch is ON, the corresponding indicator lamp lights.
A SELECTIVE JUMP instruction is executed if one of the
following conditions is met:
a.
Select Jump switch 3 is ON, and "m" of the SELECTIVE
JUMP instruction is 3 or 7
0

b.

Select Jump switch 2 is ON, and "mil of the SELECTIVE

JUMP instructi.on is 2 or 6.

c.

Select Jump switch 1 is ON, and

JUMP instruction is 1 or

"m" of the SELECTIVE

5~

If the above conditions do not occur, the program continues
in its normal sequence.
The programmer decides whether or not
the operator is to turn on one or n'lore Jump switches (see page 1II-83).

6.

Fault Light

1,Vhen any fault is sensed by the computer, it stops and the
F aul t Lan1.p lights.
7.

Stop Switches

These three lever switches are ON in the up position,
momentaril y ON in the down position, and OFF in the normal or
middle position.
Above ,each switch is an indicator lamp.
The
computer will stop and the corresponding indicator lamp will light

if one of the following conditions is met:
Select Stop switch 3 is ON, and "m" of the SELECTIVE.
a.
STOP instruction is 3 or 7
0

b. Select Stop switch 2 is ON, and
STOP instructiol1 is 2 or 6.

"lTI"

of the SELECTIVE

Select Stop switch 1 is ON, and "m" of the SELECTIVE
CD
STOP instruction is 1 or 50
If the above conditions do not occur, the pr ogram continues
in its normal sequence. The programmer determines when the
operator is to turn on one or more Stop switches.
To deactivate

2
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This Selective Stop operation, the Selective Stop switch must be
returned to the normal or middle position.

8.

Stop Ligqt

This light has no corresponding lever- switch.
It lights
whenever the .computer stops in an Unconditional Stop situation.

9.

Mode of Operation Switches

There are three of these switches: P T Load/Master Clear
switch, Instruction/Command Step switch, and Run/Step switch.

at
P T Load/Master Clear switch - This switch is
locked ON in the P T Load or up position, momentaril y ON in the
Master Clear or down position, and OFF in the normal position.

ill

,p T Load - When the switch is in this position

the computer is prepared to accept coded paper
tape input. The P T Load selection automatically
is sues a master clear signal.
The indicator
corresponding to this switch lights only when the
switch is ON e
(2)

Master Clear - When the switch is in this position
all computer registers are reset to zero. Master
Clear does not affect the magnetic core memory.
It is only active when the computer is stopped. If
the Run switch is activated after a Master Clear,
the computer obtains its fir st instruction from
memory location (0000) and proceeds to operate.

(3)

Normal ... This position indicates the normal
uperating condition of the computer.

b.
Inst~uction/Command Step switch - The indicator
corresponding to this switch lights whenever the mode of operation
is other than high speeds
(1)

Instruction Step - This mode of operation is
activated when the switch is in the UP position.
During this mode, if the Step s witch is activated,
the computer executes the instruction~ reads the
next instruction and stops. If the Run switch is

3
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activated, the computer executes the instruction,
reads the next instruction, and continues at a rate
determined by the low~speed oscillator setting
&

(2)

High Speed - This mode of operation is activated
when the switch is in the normal positiOlle During
this mode, if the Run switch is activated, the
computer proceeds at high speed until a programmed stop con1es into contY'ol or until the Step
switch is activated.
When the Step switch is
activated, the computer stops after the execution
of the instruction in control.

(3)

Command Step - This mode of· operation is activated when the switch is in the down position$
During this mode the computer executes each
command step of an instruction as the Step switch
is activated. If the Run switch is activated'g the
computer executes commands according to the
Low~Speed Oscillator settingo

c.
Run/Step switch - Both UP and Down positions of this
switch are momentary.

(1)

Run - In this pOSltlOn, the switch starts the machineo All push-buttons on the indicator display
panel ar.e inoperative when the com.puter is
running. If the High=Speed mode of operation has
been selected and the Run switch activated, the
computer procedes at high speed.
\Vith the
Instruction Step or Com:mand Step :mode of operation, the instructions are steppeda.ccording to
the low-speed oscillator setting, If Paper-Tape
Load operation is in effect? activate the Run
switch to load paper tape onto the computer ..

(2)

Step - When the switch is in this position,
regardless of mode of operation p the computer
stops after completing the next instruction
com.mand. If the Step switch is pressed again,
the computer executes one more unit {whether
the unit be a.n instruction or a command} and then
stops.
This process is repeated every tirne the
Step switch is activated. If the mode of operation.

or

4
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is Run and the Step switch. is activated, the
computer stops after the execution of the instruc-

tion in control.

Whatever condition is set

o~

the

control panel becomes effective when the Run is
reset.
B.

Indicator Displa y and Maintenance Panel

There are 19 internal registers. The content of each register
on the indicator display panel has a binary representation, shown
by two neon lights per bit. The upper lighted neon represents "l",
the lower, represents "Oli. Whenever the computer is "master
cleared", these registers are set to zero.
1.

Maintenance Registers
These registers indicate command operations"

2.

Load Mode Operation Registers

During Load Mode operation several of the registers are
us ed for spe,cial purposes, as follows:
a.
P .. register - During the Load Mode operation, the p ..
register is the Load Check Counter.
The P-register steps once
each time, a check address is correct.
b.
During the Load Mode operation, Q-register becomes
a buffer register. It is cleared each time the U -register advances
once.
c.
The Accumulator is used as a compare register for
the Check Address and Load Address.
d.
During the Load Mode operation, the U -register is
set up as the storage address registero
C.

Program Load Mode

Seven-level paper tape is used as input to BOGART. Levels 6,
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are informdtion levels.
Level-7 coding controls
tape input to the computero The 24-bit machine word is represented
by four 6-bit frames of tape. A seventh-level punch is always above
the fourth frame of a n'1achine word.

5
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The first of a group of information words, an insert address,
specifies the storage location at which the next word is to be stored.
The computer identifies this address by a seventh-level code designationa The seventh-level hole positions are designated a, b, c,
and d, reading f1' om the fir s t or lead col Ulun.

Levels

Frames
Numeric
Value
d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b

7

6
1

0 0

(-J)
( 2)

(1)
2
Feed holes
(4)
3
4
(2)
5
(1)

0
0
o 0

0

0
0 0
0
0
0 0 a 0
0 o 0 o 0 o
a 0 0
0
0 0
0

0
0

0
0

0

o
0
0

Figure 2.

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

000

0
0

0
0 0
o 0 o
0
0
0

0

Sample of Punched Paper Tape.

The insert address is indicated by an a and d punched in the
seventh level.
"vVhen the cl is read, the corrlputer interprets the
inforn1ation in that group of four frames as the storage address for
the information in the next four frames"
The word following the insert-address word is an enter-data
word which rnay be followed by many sinlilar words.
It is represented by a d punched in the seventh level which orders the
computer to write the word. in the storage location previously
specified by the U-register.
The U-register then advances one
count.
The last word in an information:;series 'j·s :·,a. check-address
word. designated by a, b, and d punched in the seventh leveL
This word verifies that the preceding sequence of data has be~n
loaded into the correct storage locations.
Notice that all words have the d punched in the seventh level.
The tape reader reads the holes punched in the command level of
any word plus the d hole of the previous word.
This previous d
hole is the d prime (ell) hole. The insert address coding, theretore, is dIad, the enter-data coding is did, and the check-address
coding is d'bd.

6
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The insert address in this particuldr example is 3547.
The
first word of information is 12345670, the second is 00000040,
and the last enter -data word is 0000 1 000.
The check address is
00003552. \Vhen the tape is read by the COITlputer, the information
is placed in the storage in the following order,
Storage Ioea Hon

3 547
3550
3551
3552

Content

12.;3.456 70
00000040
00001000
previous content in storage

The check addres s is one greater than the last information
address.
(see Page V -7a)
D.

Starting Operation
1,

Turn on photo reader.

2.

Set tape on the reader.

3.

Select PER on tape console.

4.

Place the P T Load switch in the UP position.

5.

Place the Run;'~tep s witch in the momentar y UP position.
The light above the P T Load switch lights,
To stop the
process t place the Run/Step switch in the DOWN position.

6.

After the tape has been loaded place the Master Clear
s witch in the momentar y down position.

7.

Manually set the P-register to the address where the first
instruction of the program to be executed is found.

80

If Select Stop switches and Select Jump switches are to be
set, place them in the UP position, other wise t DO NOT
TOUCH.

9.

Put the machine in High-speed mode of operation.

10. Place the Run switch in the momentary UP position.

7
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NOTE - If storage location 7777 is loaded into the
photo-electric reader from paper tape, the computer will
then write the next frame of the paper tape into the
low order third-or-storage location ~ ( c~earing bit
7 of that storage location) and then "hang up".

7
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ABSTRACT

Meccano was constructed to provide a flexible means of
analyzing analog information on a digital computer.

The apparatus

consists essentially of an analog-to-digital converter and a clock
counter with a variable counting rate, both of which may be used
as auxiliary inputs to the Bogart Computer.

A provision for sensing

the states of relays is also provided.
This supplement contains opera ting and programming instruc tions for Meccano.
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General Description.
The Meccano unit provides an auxiliary input to the 'Bogart

compute-r.
(a)

Such input information may be of three types :'
Analog - from an analog-to-digital converter incorporated
in Meccano,

(b)

Mechanical - from some externally keyed source,

(c)

R.eal-Time - from the free-running counter within Meccano.

Meccano contains two seven-bit

regist~rs,

the Text and Clock

registers, both of which can communicate directly with the Input Register
of Bogart.

Inputs to the Text Register may be from either the analog-to-

digital converter or a set of exte.rnal relay contacts.

The Clock Register

obtains its input from a free .. running counter with a variable counting rate.
The maximum rate at which information can be transferred from
Meccano to Bogart is one transmission every 64 microseconds
Input Instruction)

(R.epeated

0

0

Changes which occur in the bits of the Text Register a,re reflected,
under one of two switch-controlled options, in the one-bit Change R.egister
of Meccanoo

Z.

Clock Register.
The Clock Register is a seven-bit register-counter.

The rate at

which the counter is advanced (Advance Clock pulse) is determined by the
position of the Advance Clock s,witch p 803_ which selects increments of
powers of two from 4 to 32, 768 microseconds.

These increments are the

outputs from a fourteen-stage, free-running binary counter, called the
variable time input.

The rate at which Clock overflows occur varies

with the position of 503 from a minimum of .0005 seconds to a maximum
of approximately 4. 2 seconds.:
3.

Text Register.
Overflow Bit.

special function.

The high-order bit of the Text Register, has a

It is set whenever an overflow occurs in the Clock

Register; that is» whenever the Clock advances from 177 to 000

0

It is

cleared only after a Text-to-Bogart input instruction has been completed,
thereby insuring that every such overflow is duly recordedo
The clock operates con.tinuously, so that bit 6 of the Text Register
will be set, and will remain set, after each Clock overflow even if neither
register has been selected.

If it is desired to separate the overflow bit

from the liJ:e-low-order data bits p this must be done in Bogart under program
controlo
Input Options.

Input to the Text Register is controlled by the Text

Inp.ut Switch (SOl) on the Meccano control panel.

With the switch in KEY

position, the inputs to bits 0 through 5 come from the phone jacks (labeled
JOO, JOI,

.00

,

i05) on the back of the Meccano cabineto

When a relay

contact or telegraph key is connected"to Meccano through one of these
jacks, closing of the contacts will set the corresponding bit in the Text
R.egister, and opening the contacts will return that bit to zeroo

The six

bits nurnbered 0 through 5 are completely independent of one another, each
following its own input, thereby providing six separa te mechanical inputs
to the Text Register.
When the Text Input Switch is in the PCM position. the inputs to
bits 0 through 5 of the Text Register come from the analog -to -digital
converter (Datrac) in Meccano

0

This converter has only one input; how-

ever, its output consists of ten data bits plus a sign biL

Since the Text

Register has but six inputs, while Datrac has eleven outputs g a patch
cord arrangement has been provided to give the programmer a choice of
those bits which he feels are most significant for his purpose.
The patch cords and jacks are located inside the back of Meccano
just above the rear of the PCM unito
Text R.egister are labeled
labeled

+, 9,8,

00.

,

DOD, DOl,

The inputs to bits 0 through 5 of *e
00.

g

D05

&

The patch Gords are

1,0, and correspond to the neon indicators on

the fron t panel of Datrac.

Normally the six most sIgnificant bits of the

PCM unit (+p 9, 8, 7, .6, 5) will be plugged into D05 p D04 g
respectively.

000

,

DOO g

The remaining patch cords should be plugged into the
2.

extra jacks providede

Since there isa small voltage (20 v) on these

patch cords. it is important that none of them are left dangling, thus
allowing them to short out on the chas sis frame.
The input to the PC1y.I unit may be of several voltage ranges.
In order to handle most cases g four different full-scale illplit ranges
,

are provided:
,

~

+ .1 volt +
g

j

10 volts, .+ 100 volts.

-

,

To select the proper

input in the last three ranges a switch is provided on the se~o~d chassis
fropl the left in the back of the $'CM unit.

I,· 10, and 100 corresponding fothe
input.

The

.PCM unit.

.+

The positions· are labeled

+ 1, + 10,

+100 volts full-scale

100 millivolt input requires a.' special chassis in ~e

The first two chassis! (one is a dummy)- 6nthe left are

removed and the specia.l input cha·s sis is installed.
this range is in the extra chassis itself..
either the input jack on the

fr~ntpanel

The input jaok on

For the norma·l input ranges

of Datrac or the input jack on

the rear (next to the patch cord~)may be used.
For more detailed iniormation on the operation of the PCM
unit, refer to the Datrac

40

Instru~tion

Manual furnished with the device.

Change R.egister.
As mentioned earlier, the Change Register has a capacity of one

bit.

When the Sense Change switch:~ S02; is· in the TEXT psoition, a

change in state of any of the seyen bits of the Text Register sets the
Change bito

When SOl. is in the CLOCK position~ however, only a
I

change in state of the overflow bit of the Text Register will set the
Change bit.

The change bit is cleared

wh~n,

and only when, the

clock overflow bit of the Text Register is cleared; that is, only after a
succeeding Text,R.egister -to-Bqgart instruction has been executed.
5.

Programming.
The following external function codes have been set up to allow

Meccano to operate under program control:

3

15000 - Select Text R.egister as inpuL
15001 - Select Clock R.egister· as inputo
15002 - Select Alternate Mode as input.
In this mode of operation the first input instruction
will read the Text R.egister, the second input instruction will read the Clock Register

j

and so forth

alternately.
45000 - Select Sen.se Meccano.
This external function selects the Change Register for
Control.

This instruction is usually followed by the

Sense-Jump instruction (SNJ).
R.epeated input instructions may be useclo
The programmer may wish to indicate those options of Meccano
not under program control which he employs in a specific program

0

Thus, he may indicate the proper positions of the Input, Sense-Change,
Advance Clock, and

Scale~R.ange-Switches,

as well as whether or not

the overflow input bit to the Text Register is to be disabled.

He may also

wish to indicate which positions of the Datrac Output R.egister are to be
connected to the Text R.egister

6.

0

Operation.
The following steps should be observed when turning on the'

equipment:
(1)

See that all connecting cables are properly seated in their

respective jacks.

Also make certain that the output leads from the

Datrac unit are plugged into the carre sp~nding positions in the jack strip
above the rear of that unito
(2)

Be sure that the Power toggle switch on the front of the Dat-

rac unit is in the ON position and the Trigger Mode switch is on the
EXTER.NAL position, if the device is to be used.
(3)

See that the individual circuit-breakers (CBOl, CB02, CB04)

conJrolling 400-cycle power to their respective chassis are turned onG
The Clock circuit-breaker (CB04) is found on. the Clock Chassis subas sembly suspended from Standard Chas sis number 2.
are located on the indicator-control panel.
4

The other breakers

(4)

Turn on the 110-volt$ 60-cycle switch (CB03) located on

the center bulkhead inside the rear cabinet door.

This distributes

power to the Datrac unit and starting relaysp and turns on the blower
motor.
(5)

Press the Power-On Button on the indicator-control panel.

This energizes the 60-cycle power relay (KOl), which is held in by its
own contacts.

When KOI pulls in, K02 and the

power supplies are energized.

+50 and -100 volt

With the closing of the K02 contacts, the

Main Power indicator (101) and the AC On light (102) will glow~
NOTE: Failure of the AC On "light will indicate a burned-out
lamp or a blown fuse in the -14 volt supplyo

These fuses are found

on the inside center panel above the 60-cycle power switch (CB03).
The unit should be allowed to warm up for five minutes before
being used.
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